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Introduction
For many years, unknowingly; I maintained a very unhealthy relationship with hope that
was based on a type of magical thinking. When hope did not operated in the fashion that
I expected, I became cynical. In my experience and through my recovery process I
discovered that I did not have to limit myself by magical thinking.
I discovered that I could actively engage in the process of creating hope in my life
through participation. I discovered that I possessed and had the ability to turn the keys
that were given to me through growing in awareness and my willingness to take action.
On June 16, 2015 I created a second website to share what has helped me to overcome
blocks to creating hope in my life. In this e Book I will share some of the awareness that
I gained that became keys. These keys have given me the ability to open doors that
previously remained shut to me. Opening these doors helped me to create hope.
This e Book is free for download. Please share this e Book with anyone who may be
questioning or having a difficult time with hope. And as you read through the articles in
this e Book, may you be encouraged to dream again. May you be encouraged to realize
that you can have an active role in your relationship with hope to create a good life.
May you too be encouraged to not give up on your process, a loving God or yourself.
More will be revealed in time. The pieces of the puzzle will come together at the right
time and in the right order. What we can not see or comprehend now, will be made clear.
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Copyright and Attribution
You have my permission to share my articles and or video presentations with anyone whom you
believe could benefit, however I have 2 requests. Please attribute me as being the author of the article
(s) and video presentation (s). Please also include a link back to the article on Create a Spark of Hope.
I maintain ownership of the intellectual property of my articles and video presentations.
In the event that you have questions, please send those questions to me. All questions are good
questions.
I look forward to hearing from you.
Thank you.
Craig
Create a Spark of Hope
Copyright 2015
Contact me at secondchancetolive1@yahoo.com
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Creating a Healthy Relationship with Hope
Through my process and experience I discovered some thing that I would like to share with you. What
I discovered forever changed the way in which I looked at hope. What I discovered was that for many
years I had a dysfunctional relationship with hope. I expected hope to do for me what I needed to do for
myself. Let me explain. For many years I found myself buying into the notion that if I just hoped
enough, what I hoped for would manifest itself. Sort of like that magical thinking manifested in fairy
tales.
Consequently, when hope did not manifest itself, I became discouraged and despondent. You see I had
bought into the notion that hope had let me down, because hope did not play by the rules that I had
made for hope. In my cynicism, I found myself scoffing at the idea of hope. My cynicism, surrounding
the idea of hope; continued until I reached a spiritual bottom and experienced a spiritual awakening.
My spiritual awakening revealed to me that hope had always been present.
My spiritual awakening revealed that hope is neither passive nor ambiguous, but active and engaging.
With my spiritual awakening, hope opened my eyes and revealed that I could no longer sit on the “side
lines”, waiting; but that I needed to get and stay in the “game”. The “game” being the process of
creating hope in my life. What’s more, with my spiritual awakening; hope helped me to realize that I
needed to be an active participant in my life by taking an active role in the process of hope.
My spiritual awakening showed me that I needed to learn from my each of my circumstances — past
and present — to engage with hope. Hope also helped me to realize that as I made the effort to learn
from each and every circumstance, that I would be given opportunities. Hope then revealed to me that
by taking advantage of these opportunities I would in effect be contributing to and taking an active role
in the creation hope. With my spiritual awakening I realized that I no longer had to wait for hope.
In each of the articles that I present on Create a Spark of Hope, I will share what has helped me to
create sparks of hope in my life. As my articles create a spark of hope in you, please feel free to share
my articles to create a sparks of hope in other people.
Have a hope filled day.
Craig
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Opening the Door to Hope
June 25, 2015 by Create a Spark of Hope
As shared in my about, I have worked with in both the funeral and cemetery industries while I was in
graduate school. During graduate school I gave a presentation on the grieving process and its
importance. Grieving helps the individual move from the shock of denial to a place of acceptance.
Elizabeth Kubler-Ross, in her book; On Death and Dying speaks to 5 stages in the process of grieving:
denial, anger, bargaining, depression and acceptance. These stages provide a pathway to move through
the process of grieving. Apart from moving through the grieving process, however painful; the
individual may find themselves “stuck” and unable to move forward with life and living.
The process of grieving, by moving through the 5 stage process; can help the individual to reach a
place of acceptance with any kind of loss. The process of grieving helps the individual to move forward
with their lives. The process of grieving helps the individual to lay a new foundation, upon which they
can create hope.
By using the principles of the grieving process, the individual will be able to grow in awareness and
acceptance of that which is lost, to be able to get into action. Getting into action, through gaining
awareness and arriving at a place of acceptance; will allow the individual to realize that new
possibilities do exist. The grieving process will help the individual to stop looking at the door that has
closed, in order to see the door that has opened to them. The process of grieving will liberate the
individual to dream in the now.
“When one door of happiness closes, another opens; but often we look so long at the closed door
that we do not see the one which has been opened for us.” Helen Keller
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Moving through the Door of Hope
June 29, 2015 by Create a Spark of Hope Now
In a recent article, Opening the Door to Hope; I spoke to the need to face and address loss, to be able
to move on with life. The first step in this process is to face the denial that seeks to keep me in
darkness. The denial that seeks to deceive and keep the individual from seeing the light that is on the
other side of the door, that is opening.
Denial seeks to keep the individual fixated on the door that has closed. Denial can be likened to a warm
blanket that shields and protects. Nevertheless, after a time, denial only serves to mask feelings that
fester, undermine and cripple. Denial interferes, as it seeks to justify and legitimate through blame,
shame and scapegoating.
Denial searches to make someone else responsible for…Denial perpetuates feelings of helplessness and
keeps the individual focused on what can’t be changed. Denial leads the individual to believe that they
are a victim of circumstances. Denial seeks to keep the individual stuck and prone to re-injury. Reinjury to their mind, body, soul and spirit, that only promotes unrest and acts like a cancer that devours
from with in the individual.
But the good news is that denial no longer has to limit, cripple or undermine. Little by little, by
focusing on what we can change; the pain that once stymied us becomes a catalyst and a guide. A
catalyst to motivate and a guide to lead us through the door, created by the grieving process. A process
that will open our eyes to see the light that is on the other side of the door. The door that will open to a
new room, where we can begin to create hope.
“I feel that as long as you’re honest, you have the opportunity to grow. It’s when you shut down, go
into denial, and try to start hiding things from yourself and others, that’s when you lock in certain
behaviors and attitudes that keep you stuck.” Tracy McMillan
See my article, Creating Hope One Ingredient at a Time by clicking on this link: Creating Hope
One Ingredient at a Time
You have my permission to share the articles that I present here on Create a Spark of Hope, however
please attribute me as being the author of the article (s) and provide a link back to the article (s) on
Create a Spark of Hope. Thank you. Copyright 2015
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So What Can I Change, If…?
September 8, 2015 by Craig J. Phillips MRC, BA
In my experience I have found that there are matters that are out of my control. Some of these matters
involve people who do not behave the way in which I would like them to behave. I have spent too
much time fretting and being aggravated by them.
What I am reminded by is that I am powerless over whether these individuals behave in a way that I
deem to be inconsiderate. Although I am powerless over these people and how they behave, I need to
remember that I am not powerless over my attitude. I need to remember what I have heard through
support groups.
Changed attitudes, aide recovery
Realizing that I can work on changing my attitude (s) toward what I do not like does not mean that I get
to like them. Changing my attitude (s) means that I get to a place of acceptance over that which I am
powerless to change — i.e. the people, in my case; who are not following the rules. This is a process
that I am working through to get to a place of acceptance. In my experience, I have found that as I
move from being aware to the acceptance to how I am reacting to what I don’t like, I am given the
impetus to take a different course of action.
To change the things I can
Changing the things I can gives me a sense of empowerment, despite what I do not like and am
powerless to change. So as was said in the beginning of an 70’s television show, Mission Impossible;
“This is your mission, if you choose to accept it.” Through realizing that I a choice in how I continue to
allow the matter (s) to affect me, I am given a sense of hope. And as a friend recently shared with me,
although I may set a boundary to ask the person to not continue to engage in unacceptable behavior, I
need to take care of myself if the boundary is not respected.
By taking care of myself
A part of this process that I need to examine in the process of taking care of myself is to examine what
is going on with me that is instigating my reaction (s) to what I do not like. By engaging in this part of
the process of taking care of myself I free myself of negative energy — Resentments. Resentments are
the underlying reactions to the my expectations.
Consequently, I need to examine; how is the behavior impacting my self-esteem (how I see myself),
pride (how other people are supposed to see me), Ambition (what I would like to have occur), Security
(what I want to get out of the situation) and Personal Relations (what this relationship should look like).
I need to examine these matters to have peace in my life.
By examining what I bring to the table of my reactions, I am able to keep my side of the street clean.
Through keeping my side of the street clean I am able to let go of negative energy. By letting go of
negative energy, I find a new freedom to use my energy to create in positive and healthy ways. By
using my energy to create in positive and healthy ways, I create hope in my life.
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Betrayal — A Way Out
July 2, 2015 by Create a Spark of Hope Now
Breaking free and overcoming feelings of betrayal to a family system and to the role that became our
identity can feel like we are suffocating. In our need to “breathe” we may find ourselves drawn to the
familiar in an attempt to fill the “vacuum” created by disengaging. In our uncomfortability we may find
ourselves being driven by our need to manage the unmanageable. If we do not engage, we may be told
that we are selfish or uncaring. With this message, we may forget to take care of ourselves as though
we do not matter anyway.
In the process of disengaging and breaking free I need to remember the below realization.
When traveling on airplanes a familiar instruction is given by flight attendants,” In the event that
pressure with in the cabin changes oxygen masks become available. Make sure to put the mask on
yourself, before attempting to help anyone else”. These instructions are given to passengers to stress the
importance of taking care of themselves before attempting to take care of anyone else. The reality of
this illustration is that if we are not getting oxygen first, we will not be able to help anyone, including
ourselves.
In this illustration, I am reminded that if I do not first take care of myself, I will be no good to anyone.
With this awareness, I am reminded that by practicing healthy self-care, I empower my relationships.
Through being self-caring I am able to both respect myself and other people. Through being selfcaring, I am able to honor my needs. Through being self-caring, I am able to honor and respect both my
and other people’s needs. Through being self-caring, I am able to keep my motives pure, while
respecting other people’s boundaries. Through being self-caring, I am able to keep the focus on myself,
instead of expecting other people to meet my needs.
Through being self-caring, I am able to ask for what I need. Through being self-caring, I am able to be
honest with myself. Through being self-caring, I am able to understand where other people end and I
begin, and where I end and other people begin. Through being self-caring, I am able to be more aware
when relationships are becoming unhealthy and enmeshed. Through being self-caring, I am able to
recognize when I am practicing codependency in a relationship, in an attempt to get other people to do
for me what I need to do for myself. Through being self-caring, I am able to practice personal
responsibility, while giving people the dignity to meet or ask to have their needs met in the relationship.
“I think one of the defining moments of adulthood is the realization that nobody’s going to take
care of you. That you have to do the heavy lifting while you’re here. And when you don’t, well,
you suffer the consequences.” Adam Savage
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Creating Hope Beyond Generational Messages
July 10, 2015 by Create a Spark of Hope Now
In previous articles I shared that there was a way to create hope in my life, despite what may have
occurred in my life. I then spoke to the need to recognize that denial undermines my ability to see that
a door has opened for me. In the next several articles I spoke to the need to recognize and to realize
the need to practice healthy self-care. In the next article, I spoke to the need to detach ourselves from
energy that does us no good. In today’s article, I will share what I discovered that played a major role
in undermining my ability to create hope. I will then share what has helped me to begin to create hope
in my life.
My motivation in sharing is not to point the finger in anyone’s direction, but to share what helped me to
connect the dots. Understanding how we got tied to the believing that we needed to remain in denial,
that practicing healthy self-care is self-fish and the allegiance to a system and a role has been essential
in my ability to see and recognize hope. First let me say that there is a difference between shame and
guilt. Guilt is an indicator that we have done some thing wrong, a mistake. Shame on the other hand is
a being wound that communicates to the individual that they are mistakes, not that they make mistakes.
Shame is some thing that is conditioned into the individual over time. Many times shame is
unknowingly passed from one generation to another generation. Consequently, when parents do not
deal with their feelings of shame, they transfer their sense of shame onto their children. In the family
system where there is unresolved pain – connected to generational shame messages – shame is used to
control each member with in the family system. The role that each member of the system plays, finds
themselves acting out; absorbs the shame felt by the collective system. Shame thus keeps the system
intact.
Realization
To break free of the unconscious denial, inherent with in the system; I needed to understand how shame
and guilt played a major role in my being stuck and confused for many years. By understanding how
shame kept me stuck and confused, I was able to begin to let go of my “false self” so that I could begin
to live authentically through discovering my “true self”. As I live authentically, I am able to create with
my being instead of being driven to do to combat and defend generational messages of shame. As I live
authentically, the energy once used to defend a system and a role through drama; can now be channeled
to create hope.
Several books that helped me tremendously in this process are: Shame and Guilt – Masters of
Disguise by Jane Middleton-Moz and the Drama of the Gifted Child by Alice Miller. I would highly
recommend that you read both of these books, especially if you find yourself enmeshed in a family
system and a role that perpetuates your sense of shame. Reading these 2 books helped me to discover
my true or authentic self. Reading these 2 books helped me to realize that I could begin to create hope
through learning how to use my gifts, talents and abilities in ways that would work for me, despite
generational messages.
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How Our Anger can Heal Us
August 19, 2015 by Craig J. Phillips MRC, BA
Life is a mystery filled with winding roads and sometimes, steep slopes. Each step can appear to be
daunting and foreboding. Questions also arise, often too many, even before one can be answered. At
times, my path appeared to be leading me into a maze of choices. Although I looked for specific
directions, clarity seemed to evade my understanding. At these times, I felt like I was in a dark room,
attempting to find a light switch, so that I would not fall into a deep hole.
Although life may be a mystery to me and I may feel confused at times, I have come to realize that my
feelings are my feelings. Some time ago some one said some thing that truly made me angry. I became
angry because of a “hot button” that what they said pushed. What the experience helped to reinforce
was that, no one can push a button that I does not exist. The experience also helped me to realize that I
have more power than I some times want to own.
Experiencing anger helps me to be aware. Anger helps me to realize that I have a choice. I can use my
anger to examine the button(s) that exits. By doing so, I can take back the power that I give to that
button. By examining and owning my anger, I am able to use or re-channel the energy once displaced
and constricted by anger, in a way that will enhance both my life and the lives that God brings across
my path. By using my anger to teach me, I am able to create hope.
Today’s Thought
You may have matters that make you angry, really angry. Don’t be afraid of your anger. Embrace and
use your anger as a tool to teach you how to heal. Anger will then show you where your buttons exist.
Own your anger as what you chose to feel. Resist making someone else responsible for your anger.
Don’t make someone else carry your anger. They are not responsible for your anger. They can not
benefit from your button’s or your anger.
You and I are the ONLY one’s who can benefit from our “buttons” and our anger. Through being aware
of this reality, we can actively engage in the process of releasing energy, once contained by our
“buttons” and constricted by our anger. Instead of continuing to be depleted by our “buttons” and our
anger, we will find a new source of energy. Energy that we will be able to use to create hope in our
lives. Energy that will enable us to share hope with and through our lives.
“Anger is an acid that can do more harm to the vessel in which it is stored than to anything on
which it is poured.” Mark Twain
“While seeking revenge, dig two graves – one for yourself.” Douglas Horton
“You will not be punished for your anger, you will be punished by your anger.” Buddha
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How to Keep from Falling Back into a Victim Role Part 1
July 12, 2015 by Create a Spark of Hope Now
In yesterday’s article, Owning Our Reality — No longer a Victim I spoke to 3 rules that need to be
broken to be able to heal and create hope. In today’s article, I would like to share what I discovered that
occurs when I lapse back into denying my reality. The below are “red flags”. When I notice that the
below is occurring in my life, I know that I need to take an inventory. I need to take an inventory to
determine why I have forgotten that I have the power to choose.
Don’t Talk
This rule is often burned into the subconscious of the individual through threat of reprisal. The
individual has to live their life from the lie based on the denial inherent in the secret or conflict. The
secret is more often than not connected to shame and guilt. The secret becomes more valuable that the
individuals. Shame and guilt perpetuate the denial that debilitate the individual. Denial promotes
dysfunction in an attempt to justify the secret or conflict. With in a family that promotes the Don’t Talk
rule, each member assumes or is given a role to mask the secrets or conflicts.
Don’t Trust
This rule isolates the individual from the help that could be found to resolve the conflict. The individual
also learns to trade their judgment for the judgment of other people. When the individual does not trust
their judgment, they become vulnerable to unscrupulous individuals. The individual becomes
conditioned to accepting abuse from and by the judgment of other people. As the abuse continues the
individual internalize the reasons for the abuse as being their fault. The abuse confirms that they can
not trust themselves or their judgment.
Don’t Feel
This rule alienates the individual from them selves. When the individual discards the part of themselves
that connects them to their creativity, they slowly die from the inside out. Feelings are the mechanisms
that connect our soul to our spirit, which in turn enables us to interpret our environment (Please read, A
Tool from my Toolbox). When I feel, my brain connects with my heart, which makes me unique. In
families where feelings are considered a threat, the individual learns to shut down emotionally. Feelings
are often seen as a threat because they are connected to an unresolved conflict or secret. In many
dysfunctional group settings feelings are also minimized and discouraged for this very reason.
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How to Keep from Falling Back into a Victim Role Part 2
July 12, 2015 by Create a Spark of Hope Now
The Consequences
Each of these rules undermine the quality of life. Each of these rules diminish the individual.
Don’t Talk, Don’t Trust, and Don’t Feel keep the individual from discovering their authentic creative
self. If I am sworn to secrecy or told that I can not trust anyone, including myself:
I will see no value in feeling my feelings.
I will become a reactor, rather than an actor in my life.
I will believe that life is merely a gauntlet of obstacles to overcome and struggles to survive.
I will become preoccupied with people pleasing and approval seeking and I will not think outside the
box (Please read my post, Are You Living In a Box?)
I will be in a constant state of anxiety without knowing how to stop the madness.
I will buy into the notion that someone is to blame. Personal responsibility will be replaced with control
and manipulation.
I will believe I am a victim of my circumstances and an heir to misery.
I will not look for solutions, but will be satisfied with being abused.
I will seek to justify my behavior because I am not at fault.
I will live my life in quiet desperation, because I have no hope.
I will see myself as a statistic, rather than as an empowered being.
I will believe that I am responsible for rather than to other people.
I will not develop faith in a power greater than my self, because no one can be trusted.
I will seek out drama to feel alive.
I will never be satisfied with life. Good will never be, good enough.
I will seek to be involved in relationships that perpetuate my despondency.
I will remain in denial and trade the truth for a lie.
I will seek to stymie anyone that makes me feel my feelings.
I will merely exist.
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Owning Our Reality — No Longer a Victim
July 15, 2015 by Create a Spark of Hope Now
Three rules are often used to mask reality. These rules are Do Not Talk, Do Not Trust and Do Not Feel.
These rules give way to a state of helplessness. When helplessness becomes a learned behavior,
individuals may unconsciously believe they are trapped by their circumstances. Instead of seeking to
learn and grow from their circumstances, being a victim becomes an alternative to living. Living for
them is reduced to a series of events to be endured and hopefully survived. Drama replaces vitality.
Rather than seeking to be empowered, these individuals consent to the notion that success is measured
by survival. Surviving each crisis becomes the unconscious battle cry.
Not only does this mindset undermine the creative capacity of that individual, but it also perpetuates a
fear of failure and a cynical outlook upon life. Circumstances and opportunities are equally revered, as
a nemesis to be reckoned with on a daily basis. Life itself is reduced to merely clocking in and out each
day (as a disgruntled employee) hoping that the minutes and hours pass with increasing speed.
I spent a large part of my life running as fast as I could to avoid the above discontent. I viewed life as a
dress rehearsal, to be lived later. But later never seemed to come for me. Through maintaining the
belief, that I could do nothing more than survive what was doled out to me, I became a resident reactor.
I found myself jumping like a cat on a hot tin roof. Sure, I trusted God with my life, but I saw the actual
living part as a battlefield. I felt like a soldier who found himself in a foxhole, attempting to protect
himself from every direction. This way of life drained and depleted me spiritually, emotionally, and
physically.
I reached an emotional bottom, when a relationship ended nearly 23 years ago. The disappointment
from that break up changed my life. The emotional pain proved to be the catalyst that motivated me to
seek solutions. I began to break the three rules, Don’t talk, Don’t Trust and Don’t Feel. I started
attending support group meetings, where I listened to other people’s experience, strength and hope.
With time, I began to trust people. I shared my pain with them and they listened. I also found myself
thawing emotionally as I began to trust the God of my understanding and myself. Slowly I began to see
myself as an empowered individual, who no longer needed to be jostled about by events or
circumstances.
Epilogue
If you have bought into these 3 rules, I would encourage you to find a safe place to begin processing
the reasons why you have been adhering to these three rules. My suggestion would be that you begin
attending a 12 Step meeting in your area. Per my experience, my recovery started when I made a
commitment — to myself — to regularly attend these meetings. My recovery accelerated when I began
working with someone who had what I wanted, serenity. Through working with a sponsor – who
protected my anonymity — I learned how to trust and how to speak my truth. You may want to work
with a counselor or with another group and that is fine. What is most important is that you begin to talk,
trust and feel. As you begin to heal through this process, you will learn to love and trust yourself. As
you learn to trust the process, a whole New World will open to you.
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The Illusion of Resentment — Am I Lying to Myself?
July 24, 2015 by Create a Spark of Hope Now
One of the most disparaging things we can do to ourselves is to hang onto and nurture resentments.
Resentments give the illusion of control and power. That some how being resentful, angry and bitter is
going to help, save or even protect us. But the illusion of resentment in reality serves to distracts us
from realizing that resentment, anger and bitterness only serve to eat away at us like a cancer, stealing
life; like a thief in the night,.
“Resentment is like drinking poison and waiting for the other person to die.” Carrie Fisher
“Bitterness and resentment only hurt one person, and it’s not the person we’re resenting – it’s
us.” Alana Stewart
“Holding on to anger is like grasping a hot coal with the intent of harming another; you end up
getting burned.” Author unknown
Although wounds may be minimized and even disregarded, like an infection that goes untreated, will
lead to further complications. Resentments effectively work to block emotional, spiritual and physical
energy. Resentment serves to distract. Resentment, in their wake; bring about destruction. Resentments,
like lava; smolder beneath the surface; oozing out at unpredictable and unexpected times adversely —
impacting lives and relationships.
But there is good news. I have found that resentments can be checked and resolved through a process.
The process involves being honest with myself, taking the time to examine who I am resentful at, the
cause of my resentment, how the resentment impacts my — self-esteem, personal relationships,
finances, material goods, security, ambitions and my emotional well-being — and what part my
motives played in the formation of my resentments.
Examining and resolving my resentments empower my ability to forgive both myself and other people.
Examining and resolving resentments help me to stop fighting against myself. Examining and resolving
resentments help me to stop lying to myself. Examining and resolving resentments free the internal
energy that I used to lie to myself. Examining and resolving resentments empower my ability to take
effective action to create hope in my life.
“Unless commitment is made, there are only promises and hopes… but no plans.” Peter Drucker
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Empowering Relationships through Detachment
July 21, 2015 by Create a Spark of Hope Now
In the process of living, social dynamics are inevitable. When two individuals interact, challenges can
ensue. These challenges often arise when expectations become apparent as a friendship or relationship
develops. These expectations may be connected to a fear of either losing something they have or not
getting something they want out of the relationship. Fear can then motivate each person to try and
control the other person through manipulation. Manipulation may occur because one or both parties
believes
that
control
will
result
in
the
fulfillment
of
their
expectations.
Although control and manipulation may temporarily force a solution, the long-term consequence
of such a dynamic undermine and weaken the relationship.
In the event that these expectations are not satisfied, resentments may become an insidious factor in the
relationship. If these resentments are not addressed, a power struggle may become an integral part of
the relationship — as each person jockeys to have their expectations met. Passive-aggressive behaviors
may then be used to side step being controlled or manipulated. The foundation of the relationship may
begin to crack under the weight of such resentments and behavior. Consequently, apart from one or
both parties using the principle of detachment, the relationship may eventually break and crumble.
Through being personally accountable and responsible for one’s expectation (s) and subsequent
resentment (s), the relationship provides an environment where each person can learn about
themselves. Self-discovery, self-reflection, self-realization and self-exploration then replace control and
manipulation. As control and manipulation are replaced, with self-awareness and self-acceptance; a
new setting is established where the individual and the relationship can be empowered. A setting that
allows the individual to explore and give of themselves, through a place of self-awareness, acceptance
and respect.
Through growing in self-knowledge, awareness and self-respect, I then am able to give and show
compassion to both myself and other people. As I show compassion, to both myself and other people, I
am able to practice detachment. As I practice detachment, through compassion; I am able to give and
receive with out expectation. As I give and receive with out expectation, I am free to learn from the
relationship. My mind then remains open, instead of closed. As my mind remains open, to learn from
and through the relationship; the relationship is empowered by mutual self-awareness, knowledge,
acceptance and respect.
As each person with in the relationship remains accountable and responsible for themselves,
empowering one another with in the relationship become a way of life.
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Replacing Learned Helplessness with Hope
August 4, 2015 by Craig J. Phillips MRC, BA
Three rules are often used to mask reality. These rules are Do Not Talk, Do Not Trust and Do Not Feel.
These rules give way to a state of helplessness. When helplessness becomes a learned behavior,
individuals may unconsciously believe they are trapped by their circumstances. Learned helplessness
can also lead the individual to believe that they can do little to empower and improve their lives.
Learned helplessness can lead the individual to believe that the quality of living is measured by the
ability to endure and survive one crisis after another crisis. Learned helplessness and lead the individual
to believe they are imprisoned by life.
Learned helplessness can lead the individual to develop a victim or martyr mindset, where
personal responsibility and accountability become indifference and apathy.
Not only does this mindset undermine the creative capacity of that individual, but it also perpetuates a
fear of failure and a cynical outlook upon life. Circumstances and opportunities are equally revered as a
nemesis to be reckoned with on a daily basis. Life itself is reduced to merely clocking in and out each
day (as a disgruntled employee) hoping that the minutes and hours pass with increasing speed. I spent a
large part of my life running as fast as I could to avoid the above discontent. In this mindset, I viewed
life as a dress rehearsal, to be lived later. But later never seemed to come for me, as I lived my life.
Through maintaining the belief, that I could do nothing more than survive what was dolled out to me, I
became a resident reactor. I found myself jumping like a cat on a hot tin roof. Sure, I trusted God with
my life, but I saw the actual living part as a battlefield. I felt like a soldier who found himself in a
foxhole, attempting to protect himself from every direction. I subsequently lived my life in a state of
hyper vigilance. Being hyper vigilant resolved nothing, but only served to drain and deplete my
spiritual, emotional and physical energy. Being a reactor, instead of an actor in my life; only
perpetuated dismay and dissatisfaction.
I am so glad that I reached a point in my life where the pain of denying my reality, superseded my need
to deny what kept me feeling helpless. My awareness helped me to realize that enduring and surviving
crisis’ no longer had to be my measuring stick. Slowly, but surely; I was able to trade my learned
helplessness for a new way of living. Through my recovery process, I discovered that I could change
my attitude and outlook on life. Instead of continuing to feel trapped by my circumstances, I began to
see my circumstances in a new way. In a light that would serve to both encourage, motivate and
empower my quality of life.
“Our circumstances are not meant to keep us down, but they are meant to build us up.” Craig J.
Phillips MRC, BA
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Finding Hope beyond the “Headlights”
September 2, 2015 by Craig J. Phillips MRC, BA
Many times in life I have felt like a deer caught in the headlights of a car, unable to move. Being caught
in the “headlights” left me believing that I could not do otherwise to correct my fate. But, thank God; I
had a spiritual awakening that revealed to me that I could use the power of choice. The choice to move
beyond the impact of the “headlights”. Instead of staying stuck, I could move and change my course. I
could recognize the “headlights” and then move away by choice. In yesterday’s article I spoke about
finding our destiny in So, What is My Destiny?
By using the power of choice, I use my power to create hope in my life. As I create hope in my life,
I participate in my destiny one step at a time.
I was speaking with a good friend of mine earlier today and he shared with me that some one that I had
met at a conference several years ago shot and killed himself last week. I was sad to hear of the news,
as he had given up on creating hope in his life and used a permanent solution to solve a temporary
problem. Sadly, I imagine that the man who shot himself thought he had run out of choices. Sadly, he
did not use his choice to step away from “headlights” of despair.
“The journey of a thousand miles begins with the choice to take the first step. Once I take that
first step, and make the decision to keep walking; before long I will be able to look back and see
how far I have come on my journey because I took the first step.” Craig J. Phillips MRC, BA
Today’s Thought
In the event that you are facing or find yourself starring into “headlights” of despair, despondency or
confusion, don’t give up on hope. You have the ability and the power to step away from the
“headlights” to consider fresh possibilities. These possibilities will give you the ability to chart a new
course. These possibilities will help you to create hope in your life. Do not use a permanent solution to
solve a temporary problem. Take a break and stop thinking.
Step away from the “headlights” and chart a different course. Tap into the power of choice. In that
choice, realize that you are not alone and other possibilities exist. Reach out to some one. Reach out to
me and I will reach back to you. Take the first step to move out of the “headlights” and keep walking.
By exercising your power of choice, before long you will be able to look back, as I have; and see how
far you have come, because you found hope beyond the “headlights”.
Don’t give up. Trust the process, trust a loving God and trust yourself. The pieces of the puzzle
will come together at the right time and in the right order. More will be revealed.
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Understanding and Overcoming Societal Bullying Part 1
July 11, 2015 by Create a Spark of Hope Now
In yesterday’s article, I shared what I found to be a core factor in limiting the individual’s ability to
create hope. As explained in yesterday’s article, this factor is used to control and manipulate the
individual to comply to contain the denial repressing or suppressing pain. The core factor, shame
coupled with reprisal inhibits or stymies the individual from individuating and discourages anything
that creates a threat to the system and the denial.
Once the individual reaches an age where they move away from the nuclear or family unit, similar
compliance strategies are seen deployed by society. In the process, familiar strategies are used to
control and manipulate the individual. Unknowingly, the individual marches rank and file as a
collective as their “voice” is droned out by the fear of being abandoned (rejected) ostracized, ridiculed,
alienated and isolated by the “collective” system.
Such compliant conditioning (my term) with repercussions can be seen in school, church, employment
setting as well as in support groups, organizations and institutions. Such compliant conditioning can be
overt or covert in nature, with the similar outcome — Bullying.
In April of 2013 I wrote a 3 part series in which I elaborate upon what I shared above. Below are links
to the article series. If you find yourself being bullied, I would encourage you to read the series. I have
also created a 3 part video series of the 3 part article.
Is the Group that You are In Hurting You — Are you being Bullied? Part 1
Is the Group that You are In Hurting You? — Are you being Bullied? Part 2
Is the Group that You are In Hurting You? — Are you being Bullied? Part 3
To watch and listen to the video presentation of the 3 Part article, you may do so by clicking on the
following links:
Is the Group that You are In Hurting You? — Are you being Bullied? Video Presentation Part 1
Is the Group that You are In Hurting You? — Are you being Bullied? Part 2 Video Presentation
Is the Group that You are In Hurting You? — Are you being Bullied? Part 3 Video Presentation
Through being aware of when I was / am being bullied by a group — be it a support group, a church
group, a civic or any other kind of group — I am able to make better choices.
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Understanding and Overcoming Societal Bullying Part 2
July 11, 2015 by Create a Spark of Hope Now
Choices that are good for me. Choices that will empower my life.
When I am being bullied by a group, for whatever reason; I need to remember that I am not what the
group or the individual may be communicating to me. I do not deserve to be bullied or abused, as
bullies may want me to believe. When I am being bullied, I need to remember that bullying is not about
me. Bullying is about someone trying to control and manipulate me to fulfill or accomplish their set
agenda or intention.
Through understanding how and when a group or individual is bullying me, I need to remember that
my identity is not what the bully may want me to believe about myself. My identity is not tied to the
group or the individual who may be bullying me. I do not have to fear reprisal. Although a bully may
not want me to believe that I have the power, I have the power to define my life.
“Never be bullied into silence. Never allow yourself to be made a victim. Accept no one’s
definition of your life; define yourself.” Harvey Fierstein
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Recovery and Hope
July 19, 2015 by Create a Spark of Hope Now
As I have lived my life I have come to realize that life is about a process and a journey, not a
destination. I like and find helpful visual metaphors. One such visual metaphor is a jigsaw puzzle that
is laid out on a large table to be put together one piece at a time. Separately, each puzzle piece makes
little sense to the scheme of the completed puzzle, but once each piece is put into place, more becomes
obvious. So it is with life. Life is made up of many puzzle pieces that do not become clear until the
time is right. Once the time is right, both the puzzle piece and the space is revealed to be set and put in
place. Individually, each puzzle piece makes little sense, but when the time is right, make perfect sense.
Understanding the metaphor of the jigsaw puzzle can help the individual in their process of recovery.
What I mean by recovery is examining and working through matters that get in the way that create
stress in my life. Stress that distracts me and keeps me focused on other people and what they should or
should not be doing so that I can be happy and content. What I mean by recovery is learning how to
identify stressors and how those stressors impact my ability to have a healthy relationship with both
myself and other people. Recovery for me is learning how to face, address and overcome various
stressors that impede my ability to experience hope, empowerment and freedom in my life.
Through becoming aware — through a recovery process of self-discovery, self-reflection, selfrealization and self-exploration — I am able to grow in awareness, acceptance and action. As I grow in
my recovery process through self-discovery, self-reflection, self-realization and self-exploration, I grow
in my ability to have functional and healthy relationship with both myself and with other people.
Through growing in awareness, acceptance and action through self-discovery, self-reflection, selfrealization and self-exploration I grow in my creative capacity to be of service to other people in
functional ways. As I grow in my recovery process through self-discovery, self-reflection, selfrealization and self-explorations, I grow in my capacity to create and share hope in and through my life.
Through my recovery process of self-discovery, Self-reflection, self-realization and self-exploration I
discovered that to have a functional relationship with myself and other people I needed to have a
healthy relationship with hope, before I could begin to open, move through the door of hope,
confront my denial, recognize factors that distract, realize how the drama was impacting my life,
begin to own my reality, grasp that I no longer had to give my power away, keep from falling back
into a victim role, breaking free from isolation and the benefit of having healthy boundaries. I
would invite you to click on each of the highlighted links to find out what I discovered that helped and
continues to help me in my recovery process. As questions arise, please send them to me. Thank you.
Make Peace with Your Past, so that Your Past Does Not Spoil Your Present
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Is Life Making You Bitter or Better?
August 7, 2015 by Craig J. Phillips MRC, BA
In yesterday’s article I spoke to replacing learned helplessness with hope. In today’s article I would like
to speak of what has helped me to overcome a sense of learned helplessness. To begin with I would like
to share something that has helped me tremendously. Several years ago I wrote an article, Who is
Limiting You?, which I would encourage you to read by clicking on this link:Who is Limiting You? In
the article, I speak to a number of limiting scripts that kept me tied to a belief system that kept me in a
defensive stance and led me to believe that I could do little more than endure what occurred in life.
Limiting scripts — what I tell myself about myself — can serve to put and keep me on guard as I
move from one set of circumstances to another set, as I live my life each day.
I have not arrived, become zen like or untouched by these limiting scripts, but I am aware. I have come
to also realize that when I find myself buying back into these limiting scripts I have forgotten that I
have the ability to make different choices. Choices that give me the ability to consider other
possibilities. By remembering that I have different choices, I am given the gift to look at and see my
circumstances in a new and different way. Instead of seeing my circumstances as a nemesis and a way
to undermine and keep me down — leaving me feeling helpless — I am able to see my circumstances
as an opportunity to build me up, as I live my life.
What I mean by build me up is that I am able to see my circumstances as an opportunity to teach me
lessons. Lessons that will give me the ability to learn about myself. Lessons that help to encourage,
empower and lead me in the direction of my destiny. What I have subsequently learned, through seeing
my circumstances in a different way; is that all things are working together for my good. With the
change in my belief system came an understanding that adversity is merely a switch on the railroad of
life, to point me in a different direction. A direction — a track — that I may not otherwise travel. A
track that may not have otherwise seen.
A direction that will provide opportunities to learn lessons to equip me. Adversity has taught me that
although I may have had my heart set on traveling down a different track in life, I do not have the big
picture. Adversity has taught me that life is not being done to me, but for me. Adversity has taught me
that life is setting me up, not setting me back. Adversity has taught me that everything that occurs in
my life is part of the plan. Adversity has taught me that I can either become bitter or better by what
happened or happens to me, as I live my life. Adversity has taught me that I always have a choice.
Adversity has taught me that I need to choose wisely.
Adversity has taught me that becoming bitter or better is a choice. With that choice, I need to do the
work to change my bitter into better. Adversity has taught me that I can change bitter… Adversity has
taught me that I can change what is bitter to better to live an abundant life.
“I have no choice about whether or not I have Parkinson’s. I have nothing but choices about how
I react to it. In those choices, there’s freedom to do a lot of things in areas that I wouldn’t have
otherwise found myself in.” Michael J. Fox
“Regardless of your lot in life, you can build some thing beautiful on it.” Zig Ziglar
“It is not as important as what happened or happens to us, but how we respond to what
happened or happens to us.” Craig J. Phillips MRC, BA
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Going through Rough Times
October 19, 2015 by Craig J. Phillips MRC, BA
At a meeting recently I heard people going through rough times and the topic of acceptance. I heard
some good things and shared some of my perspective as my time to share came to me. In my
experience I have found that to get through rough times I need to remember that there is light at the end
of the proverbial tunnel.
How I get to that light involves a process, that just takes what it takes; and that usually involves a
lot of pain. The pain of getting to a point of accepting and surrendering to the reality that there is
nothing else that I can do to alter or change what is a part of my life.
As I have shared in articles that I have written for my other web site Second Chance to Live, I had to
stop defending the denial of my reality before I could begin to grieve my reality. I had to reach a point
in my life, where the pain of denying my reality superseded my need to defend the denial of my reality
— so that people in my life would not have to feel feelings or make changes in their lives. Feelings that
they did not know how to process and changes that they did not want to make in response to accepting
my reality. At this crossroad, I started my process of acceptance.
When I realized that I could no longer deny my reality, the grieving process guided me in the process of
reaching a place of surrender. A place of acceptance by confronting my denial, being angry over what I
had tried so desperately to change, reminiscing over the should of, could of, would of scenarios I could
have changed if I just… and then by being sad and depressed over what I was powerless to change. A
place of surrender that gave me the ability to stop struggling to force a door open, that was meant to
remain shut; so that I could see another opening door.
“When one door of happiness closes, another opens; but often we look so long at the closed-door
that we do not see the one which has been opened for us.” Helen Keller
As I have allow the grieving process to guide me through to the process of surrender, surrender gives
me the ability to notice other options. As I turn my gaze away from the door that has closed — and
would to remain open — I am able to see the new one that has opened to me. As I recognize the door
that is opening before me, I am given hope. I am given the ability to let the light of that new door to
usher me to new possibilities. As I walk through the new door I realize that the work that I did to get to
a place acceptance and surrender was worth the struggle.
Thought for Today
The new door, that is opening; reveals to me how I can make the rough places plane. The new door
opening, reveals to me that rough places are not meant for my harm. The new door opening, reveals to
me that without closed doors, I would not be able to see doors that are opening for me. The new door
opening, encourages me to look for new doors, when doors close to / for me. The new door opening,
reminds me that good can come from doors that close for / to me. The new door opening, reminds me
that a closed-door opens the door to hope in my life.
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Freedom from Fear through Humility Part 1
December 7, 2015 by Craig J. Phillips MRC, BA
Earlier today I was attending a support group meeting and the topic of the 7th Step was discussed,
“Humbly ask Him ( our higher power) to remove our shortcomings”. One individual, during what she
shared on the topic; mention the phrase: a wonderful life. As I thought about what she had shared, a
movie that is played frequently during the holiday season came to mind:It’s A Wonderful Life . When
the time came for me to share on the topic of humbly asking God to remove our shortcomings I felt led
to speak about the movie, It’s a Wonderful Life; as part of what I felt led to share in the meeting.
George Bailey seems to be faced with a conundrum after his father dies and after a series of events sets
out to commit suicide by jumping off a bridge. The events lead to him saving a man from drowning,
Clarence; who turns out to be an angel. As the two dry off in a room near the bridge, George tells
Clarence he wishes he had never been born.
The movie goes on to show that Clarence gives George the ability to see how life would have been
without him having been born. As George is led from one awareness to another he realizes how much
his not being born would have affected both the community in which he lived and the impact that Harry
(his younger brother who he saved from drowning) would have upon the war. When George
realizes how his not being born would have impacted both his family and the community (Bedford
Falls /Pottersville) in which he lived, he races back to the bridge. When he arrives, he begs Clarence for
another chance. His prayers are answered and George runs back into town, where he realizes that the
town’s people recognize him and he is filled with joy. He then runs home to the embrace of his wife
and his children and finds that the towns people have rallied to help him to raise the needed funds. The
movie ends with all the money being raised to keep George from realizing his fears.
All worked out, despite his fear of the future.
The movie points out to me, to which I shared in the meeting. that I don’t know how things are going to
turn out. I don’t have the big picture. I need to trust the process to a loving God to sort things out. He
alone knows how the “pieces of the puzzle” need to come and fit together at the right time and in the
right order. With this awareness, I need to trust that more will be revealed in time. I need to trust that
the “dots: will connect forward and that more will be revealed in time. As I am able to turn my will and
my life over to the care of a loving God and pray for the knowledge of His will for me and the power to
carry that out, I am able to let go. By doing the footwork, as I feel led; and by letting go of the
outcomes I am able to have peace or calm in my life. Although I may have fear of what might be, like
George Bailey; I need to remember that life makes sense as I trust the process. And like George, I am
encouraged to trust the process and not focus on my fears. All will work out, despite any fear that I
might have of the future.
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Freedom from Fear through Humility Part 2
December 7, 2015 by Craig J. Phillips MRC, BA
“You can’t connect the dots looking forward you can only connect them looking backwards. So
you have to trust that the dots will somehow connect in your future. You have to trust in
something: your gut, destiny, life, karma, whatever. Because believing that the dots will connect
down the road will give you the confidence to follow your heart, even when it leads you off the
well-worn path.” Steve Jobs
“Every single Pixar film, at one time or another, has been the worst movie ever put on film. But
we know. We trust our process. We don’t get scared and say, ‘Oh, no, this film isn’t working.
John Lasseter
“Trust yourself. Create the kind of self that you will be happy to live with all your life. Make the
most of yourself by fanning the tiny, inner sparks of possibility into flames of achievement.”
Golda Meir
“The good life is a process, not a state of being. It is a direction not a destination.” Carl Rogers
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Adversity and Making Sense of Life
December 10, 2015 by Craig J. Phillips MRC, BA
In a recent article that I wrote and published on Second Chance to Live, Brain Injury and What
Might Have Been? I spoke about the need for the butterfly to strength its wings by breaking free from
the cocoon. With out struggle the butterfly would not be able to fly to fulfill its purpose and destiny. I
shared in that article about our need to struggle to have the wings of our destiny to be strengthened to
fulfill our purpose and destiny. I also spoke to the illustration of a switch on the railroad of life that
points us in a direction that we may not otherwise travel as we live our lives.
In today’s article, I would like to speak to another visual analogy. The illustration of the tapestry. On
one side of the tapestry we see many multicolored threads, jumbled together that appear to have no
connection. As a result these multicolored thread, jumbled together may make little sense to us. But if
we are able to look at the other side of the tapestry those jumbled, multicolored threads make more
sense to us as we live our lives. Disappointment, discouragement and questioning, Why? takes on new
context by realizing that the threads and design have meaning and purpose.
For many years of my life what occurred in my life made little sense to me. Despite my best efforts to
succeed, I kept running into walls. I attempted to make adjustments, but kept finding out as I arrived at
what I thought would be the finish line that my good was not good enough. I internalized these
apparent “failures” and experienced a low-grade chronic depression. I experienced this chronic
depression because I was unable to accept what I was powerless over to change. What made little sense
to me began to make sense as I moved from denial, to acceptance and into action.
What I discovered through confronting my denial, working through the grieving process of what I
could not change, gaining acceptance and getting into action was that my perspective changed. What I
began to realize was that my struggles overtime were in essence setting me up, not setting me back in
life. Although I could not see it at the time, I came to realize what I considered to be disappointment,
discouragement and disillusionment were in essence threads woven into the process and journey. Each
circumstance marvelously woven into what is my life. Looking back I now see how each thread was /
is meshed together with other threads to create beautiful scenes on the tapestry of my life. I am
encouraged because I know that more will be revealed with time.
To read a detailed account of my multicolored jumbled threads, you may click on this link: Detailed
About Page.
Today’s Thought
In life you may have encountered disappointment, discouragement and disillusionment. Each event and
circumstance may have resulted in your experiencing a low-grade chronic depression. As a result, you
may have found yourself asking “Why?”. Please let me assure you that what has occurred in your life
has been meant for your ultimate good. Although you may not see it now, your wings were / are being
strengthened. You are being guided. A wonderful tapestry called your life is being designed with intent,
so don’t give up my friend! More will be revealed to you in time.
Although you may only see jumbled threads, that seem to make little sense now; take courage
with what is being designed and created on the other side of the tapestry.
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The Benefit of Having Healthy Boundaries
July 17, 2015 by Create a Spark of Hope Now
My concept of boundaries was non-existent until I began to understand the need to have my own life.
For many years of my life, my concept of boundaries was limited to what separated one state from
another state. When it came to having, respecting or even understanding how boundaries factored into
relationships, I was clue-less. The notion of my needing to have, set or maintain healthy boundaries
seemed ludicrous and pretentious.
Enmeshment was the manner in which people related to one another. Consequently, where I ended and
other people began was blurred. Because I did not respect my own need to have boundaries, I
developed a series of limiting behaviors. These limiting behaviors reinforced my distorted perceptions
and led me to believe that boundaries were merely obstacles to be overcome. Control and manipulation
preceded the need to have and respect boundaries.
I have heard said that healthy boundaries are not meant to keep people out of our lives, but
healthy boundaries are meant to keep me in my life.
My distorted perceptions also kept me guessing at what was normal. Consequently, for much of my
life, I felt like a blind man, who kept bumping into different walls. As a result, any adjustment came
with pain, because I did not recognize the need to have boundaries. As my emotional and spiritual pain
increased, so did my willingness to look for solutions. My recovery process, brought me to a place of
awareness — that something needed to change.
Setting and having healthy boundaries are about being responsible and accountable to ourselves
and to other people, while allowing other people to be responsible and accountable for
themselves. Setting and having healthy boundaries is about being responsible to other people, but
not responsible for other people and their choices.
My awareness revealed that I needed to both value and respect boundaries. Both my boundaries and
other people’s boundaries. To respect where I begin and other people end and where other people end
and I begin, as we each live our lives. Boundaries help me to understand what is my responsibility and
what is not my responsibility. Boundaries help me to realize that I am not responsible for another
persons’ recovery or lack of recovery.
Through my recovery process I discovered, that by attempting to keep another persons’ side of
the street clean; I stunted both their and my ability to grow as an individual.
Through understanding the need to have healthy boundaries, at least at first acknowledging the need to
have healthy boundaries; I began to realize that I could indeed create a life for myself. Through then
having and respecting boundaries (both mine and other people’s’) I found that the (my) energy, once
used to vicariously please and resolve other people’s responsibilities; was now freed to give me the
ability to create hope, in and through my life.
“Much of the time, the things we feel guilty about are not our issues. Another person behaves
inappropriately or in some way violates our boundaries. We challenge the behavior, and the
person gets angry and defensive. Then we feel guilty.” Melody Beattie
“To have and respect healthy boundaries is to know yourself.” Craig J. Phillips MRC, BA
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Has Drama Replaced Living for You? Part 1
July 5, 2015 by Create a Spark of Hope Now
In many families where ongoing conflict persists, a heightened tolerance for emotional pain ensues.
Denial, rather than resolution become the goal. Repression, shame, and blame then become the tools
that are used to perpetuate the need to deny what exists. Overtime all the members of the family
unknowingly assume different roles in an attempt to mask the pain or secret. Unknowingly, each family
member — through the role that they are given or assume – absorbs the unresolved pain, conflict or
secret. Denial then acts as a buffer that keeps the family system intact.
Denial perpetuates the drama that contains the conflict. Each member within the family system
unconsciously denies their authentic self to avoid conflict. Maintaining the role becomes more
important than becoming a separate and autonomous individual. The role becomes the person’s identity
and drama becomes the vehicle to feel alive. For many years, I stayed in my role as a scapegoat
because I believed that I was responsible for people, places, and things. By focusing on the drama, my
ability to individuate atrophied. My time and energy were devoted to managing the conflict.
Rather than focusing on solutions, I was duped into believing that the drama would somehow save me.
It was only after I experienced an emotional bottom that I became willing to look for solutions.
Through this process, I came to understand that the role I had been living did not represent God’s will
for me. The answers to my questions came from my willingness to be honest — with myself. Through
my recovery process, I discovered why I felt comfortable in the role that I sought to justify on a daily
basis. Over time, I was able to identify behaviors that shackled me to that role.
With my awareness, I was able to:
Stop saying, “I am sorry” for everything under the sun. With my change of behavior, I slowly was able
to make the decision to allow people the freedom to take responsibility for their own irritability,
restlessness and discontent. I also decided to give people the dignity to be responsible for how they
chose to react to things that were / are out of my control. In the process, I found myself breaking free
from the yoke that once controlled my world. In the process, I discovered that I no longer needed to
identify myself with the role that I unknowingly sought to identify with and defend through drama for
many years.
In the process, I discovered that I could break free from the denial system that sought to keep me in a
role — in a family system role – through drama, in an attempt to contain unresolved conflict and pain
in each member with in the family system.
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Has Drama Replaced Living for You? Part 2
July 5, 2015 by Create a Spark of Hope Now
In the process, I discovered that by changing my behavior, I was able to break free from the drama and
family system role. I discovered that I could stop acting out the role and subsequent drama in each of
my relationships – beyond the nuclear family. I discovered that by breaking free from the role, the
drama and my denial, I was able to start living life on life’s terms. I discovered that by breaking free
from the role, the drama and my denial, I was able to start trusting the process, a loving God and
myself.
I discovered that by breaking free, from the denial contained with in the drama, my role, and the
way in which I interacted with in the family system; I was able to begin to create hope in my life.
Today’s Thought
In the event that I find myself slipping back into the role, drama, denial and the way that I relate with in
the family system, I now realize that I can make changes.
In the event that I find myself buying back into the illusion that I can control the drama, I can choose to
remember that I can get off of the merry-go-round called denial at any time.
Through my awareness, I realize that I no longer have to fight the drama. Instead, I can step back from
and detach myself from the drama. By detaching from the drama, I am able to use the energy – that I
previously used to maintain the role, the drama and the denial system – to empower my gifts, talents
and abilities, in ways that work for me.
By doing so, I replace living for drama. By doing so, I create hope in my life.
In the event that you find that drama has replaced living, I would encourage you to do an inventory of
why drama is defining your life. And then do some thing different and get busy.
“Some of us have become so addicted to pointing fingers at others for all the wrong that happens
in our lives that self-assessment has become synonymous with blaming the victim.” LZ
Granderson
Note: For more information on Family System Roles, please read Virginia Satir’s book: Conjoint
Family Therapy
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Empowering our Relationships Part 1
October 3, 2015 by Craig J. Phillips MRC, BA
In the process of living, social dynamics are inevitable. When two individuals interact, challenges can
ensue. These challenges often arise when expectations become apparent as a friendship or relationship
develops. These expectations may be connected to a fear of either losing something they have or not
getting something they want out of the relationship. Fear can then motivate each person to try to control
the other person through manipulation. This may occur because one or both believes this behavior will
result in the fulfillment of their expectations. To make matters worse, such a struggle may instigate
passive aggressive behaviors by both parties.
Although control and manipulation may temporarily force a solution, the long-term consequence
of such a dynamic will undermine the relationship.
In the event that these expectations are not satisfied, resentments may become an insidious cancer that
eats away at the relationship. If these resentments are not addressed, a power struggle may become an
integral part of the relationship, as each person jockeys to have their expectations met. Passiveaggressive behaviors may then be used to side step being controlled or manipulated. The foundation of
the relationship may then begin to crack under the weight of such resentments. Apart from one or both
parties using the principle of detachment and personal accountability, the relationship will crumble
under the weight of unmet expectations.
“If you can not find peace within yourself, you will never find it anywhere else.” Marvin Gaye
What I have learned about detachment is that detachment is not meant to keep the other person out, but
to keep me in — so I do not lose myself. Personal accountability means that I keep the focus on myself
while being responsible for my feelings, needs and wants. In addition to keeping the focus on myself, I
need to examine my part in the cycle of unmet expectations. By examining what part I am playing in
the relationship, I am able to examine my motives, be honest with myself and with the other person in
the relationship. I then need to be accountable to myself by working on my resentments so that they do
not undermine the relationship.
“Reality is only seen when the mirror is clean.” Author unknown
“We can complain because rose bushes have thorns, or rejoice because thorns have roses.”
Abraham Lincoln
With my understanding, I can give each person the dignity for making those choices. Detachment
allows me to accept that I have choices too. Subsequently, I no longer need to be held hostage to people
and their choices. Detachment allows me to accept where I begin and other people end. I am then free
to accept that I am responsible for — my own happiness and contentment. Control and manipulation
then no longer need to be factors when making a decision. Personal responsibility creates a win-win
outcome with in the relationship. As each party owns the choices, unmet expectations no longer have to
destabilize the relationship.
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Empowering our Relationships Part 2
October 3, 2015 by Craig J. Phillips MRC, BA
Today’s Thought
I have found that it is not in my power to change other people. It is my responsibility to change me.
Personal responsibility and accountability encourages personal empowerment. Personal responsibility
and accountability provides an environment where positive synergy can foster and encourage
empowerment within a relationship. Personal responsibility and accountability gives the individual the
ability to give, when and where they are able to give; from what they have come to understand and
accept about themselves, and about themselves with in the relationship. Personal responsibility and
accountability then in turn allows the relationship to breath.
“Sometimes the easiest way to solve a problem is to stop participating in the problem.” Jonathan
Mead
“Everyone is a genius. But if you judge a fish on its ability to climb trees, it will live its whole life
believing that it is stupid.” Albert Einstein
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Empowering Relationships through Detachment
July 21, 2015 by Create a Spark of Hope Now
In the process of living, social dynamics are inevitable. When two individuals interact, challenges can
ensue. These challenges often arise when expectations become apparent as a friendship or relationship
develops. These expectations may be connected to a fear of either losing something they have or not
getting something they want out of the relationship. Fear can then motivate each person to try and
control the other person through manipulation. Manipulation may occur because one or both parties
believes that control will result in the fulfillment of their expectations.
Although control and manipulation may temporarily force a solution, the long-term consequence
of such a dynamic undermine and weaken the relationship.
In the event that these expectations are not satisfied, resentments may become an insidious factor in the
relationship. If these resentments are not addressed, a power struggle may become an integral part of
the relationship — as each person jockeys to have their expectations met. Passive-aggressive behaviors
may then be used to side step being controlled or manipulated. The foundation of the relationship may
begin to crack under the weight of such resentments and behavior. Consequently, apart from one or
both parties using the principle of detachment, the relationship may eventually break and crumble.
Through being personally accountable and responsible for one’s expectation (s) and subsequent
resentment (s), the relationship provides an environment where each person can learn about
themselves. Self-discovery, self-reflection, self-realization and self-exploration then replace control and
manipulation. As control and manipulation are replaced, with self-awareness and self-acceptance; a
new setting is established where the individual and the relationship can be empowered. A setting that
allows the individual to explore and give of themselves, through a place of self-awareness, acceptance
and respect.
Through growing in self-knowledge, awareness and self-respect, I then am able to give and show
compassion to both myself and other people. As I show compassion, to both myself and other people, I
am able to practice detachment. As I practice detachment, through compassion; I am able to give and
receive with out expectation. As I give and receive with out expectation, I am free to learn from the
relationship. My mind then remains open, instead of closed. As my mind remains open, to learn from
and through the relationship; the relationship is empowered by mutual self-awareness, knowledge,
acceptance and respect.
As each person with in the relationship remains accountable and responsible for themselves,
empowering one another with in the relationship become a way of life.
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How to Have More Peace in My Life Part 1
October 1, 2015 by Craig J. Phillips MRC, BA
In a recent article, Acceptance, Action and a Dream of a Second Chance I shared, “until I reached a
place of acceptance in my life, awareness only pointed out to me that a problem existed in my life.
Awareness did little to change what I had become aware of in my life.” As I went on to share in that
article, through doing the work to reach a place of acceptance I am given the gift to be able to see
things that were previously hidden to me. Among these jewels, I discovered how to have more peace in
my life, despite what may be going on around me.
“Do what you can, with what you have, where you are.” Theodore Roosevelt
Doing what I can, with what I have, where I am has taught me to keep the focus on myself, mind my
own business and recognize what I can and cannot change in my life. By recognizing and accepting
what I have the power to change, I am given the gift to keep the focus on myself, to mind my own
business and to own my power. By doing so I am able to create hope in my life. By keeping the focus
on me, by minding my own business and owning my power, I am able to use my time and energy to
stay committed to my course and to run my own race at my own speed.
“Everyone is trying to accomplish something big, not realizing that life is made up of little
things.” Frank A. Clark
“Nobody can go back and start a new beginning, but anyone can start today and make a new
ending.” Maria Robinson
Below are several ways that have helped and continue to help me to have more peace in my life as
I run my own race.
Removing myself as victim by figuring out what I need to do to take care of myself, given the person
or situation. Process and resolve anger and resentments, so that they do not continue to steal my time,
energy and ability to make healthy choices. By not continuing to try to fix other people’s problems or
attempt to control their behaviors. By not taking on the responsibility for other people’s behavior and
choices, when they attempt to blame me for their behavior or choices. By taking responsibility for my
choices, accepting and learning from my choices.
Realize that I can’t know, until I know and that is good enough. Pursuing excellence, instead of
perfection. Celebrate small successes and gains in my recovery process and personal development.
Remember that there is no such thing as failure, only an opportunity to learn. Not blaming anyone for
anything. Remember that with all learning, there is a learning curve. Keep the focus on what I am
doing, not on what other people are doing. Not judging my insides by other people’s outsides. Be aware
of when people are trying to control me, for whatever reason.
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How to Have More Peace in My Life Part 2
October 1, 2015 by Craig J. Phillips MRC, BA
That it is OK to say no to what other people may want me to do to fulfill their plans or agendas.
Learning to trust my judgment, despite what other people may want me to believe about my
circumstances and myself. Recognizing and detaching from people who seek to control and manipulate
me through the use of guilt and shame. Staying on my course and running my race, without looking for
approval or validation. Looking for hope in the “dark clouds” that may appear in my life. Accepting the
things that I can not change, while changing the things that I can.
Not giving up on myself, when other people treat me like I don’t matter. Realize and remember that I
have great worth and value to a loving God. Learning how to channel my passion in ways that will
enhance both my life and the lives individuals who are brought into my life. Facing my own pain /
issues so that I do not continue to be victimized by them. Owning and taking responsibility for my pain,
instead of waiting for some one to rescue or “fix” me. Recognize that my circumstances are not meant
to keep me down, but they are meant to build me up.
Developing my gifts, talents and abilities in ways that work for me. Staying committed to my process
and my journey. By remembering that more will be revealed in time. Learning to trust the process, a
loving God and myself. Embracing the reality that I can explore beyond what a system may lead me to
believe are my constraints. Giving myself the ability to experience a freedom that I never knew existed,
to dream dreams because of my deficits and limitations. Owning my power to use my time and energy
to create a good life for myself, on my own terms.
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Challenges to Overcome — Facing and Confronting Denial
June 30, 2015 by Create a Spark of Hope Now
Yesterday I shared Moving through Doors of Hope. Walking through the door that has opened can be
a challenge when there are people in your life who don’t want you to change. Denial can be used to
convince you that you are wrong and they are right. Buying back into that denial (system) may appear
real If you have traded your judgment for their judgment, for many years.
Making the break from the denial system can also feel like betrayal. A betrayal to a family system that
defined your worth and value for many years. Betrayal of yourself, as you attempt to break free from an
all too familiar role that you played and found yourself identifying with for many years. Breaking free
of such a system and role is very painful.
This was my experience, as I was led to believe that I was to blame for the irritability, restlessness and
discontent with in the system for many years. Growing up with an invisible disability bound me to the
family system and the role because I was unaware. Unaware of many things that were out of my
control and that I could not be changed.
In my experience, I had to hurt enough before I was able to confront both the denial of the family
system and my role with in the family system. In my experience, as part of the process of confronting
the denial of the family system and the role with in the system, I needed to confront the denial of the
impact of my invisible disability.
As pain increased, so did my willingness to look closer at the “tentacles” that sought to keep me
enmeshed to the denial from which I needed to find freedom. I needed to find freedom to be able to
have a self and self-esteem. I needed to break free of the denial of the system, role and my limitations
so that I could have a separate self.
I needed to break free of the denial so that I could begin to grow in self-awareness and self-acceptance.
I needed to break free of the denial that kept / led me to believe that I was tied and bound to the
limitations of my invisible disability. I needed to break free of the denial so that I could begin to find a
way to create, apart from ways that did not work for me.
“Life isn’t about finding yourself. Life is about creating yourself.” George Bernard Shaw
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Coming Out of Isolation to Create Hope in Our Lives
July 13, 2015 by Create a Spark of Hope Now
In my previous articles I have spoken to issues that I believe are important to being able to create hope
in our lives. Among theses are examining my relationship with hope, opening and moving through
the door of hope, the need to confront denial, recognizing factors that seek to keep me from moving
through the door, the impact of drama on hope, addressing generational messages that hinder hope,
how to avoid bullying, owning our reality and not giving away our power.
In today’s article, I would like to speak to what I believe is essential to the process of creating hope in
our lives. We don’t have to figure it out on our own. We can learn how to create hope in our lives by
identifying with other people. Through realizing that I am not alone in the process of creating hope, I
am able to open and move through the doors of hope, confront denial, make better choices, avoid being
bullied, stop giving up my power to other people, places and things and stop believing that I am a
victim of my circumstances.
The following is what I learned through: coming out of isolation, identifying with other people
and creating hope in my life.
As I seek to identify with other people, I find that I am able to move out of the shadows of isolation and
become comfortable in my own skin. Identification gives me the ability to love and accept myself.
Identification helps me to celebrate my worth and value as an individual. Identification helps me to
learn how trust in the process, a loving God and myself. Identification helps me to understand and
experience comfort, courage and hope. Identification helps me to stop fighting against myself.
Identification helps me to be myself.
Identification motivates me to not give up in the face of adversity. Identification empowers
contribution, Identification encourages progress. Identification celebrates small successes,
Identification encourages individuality and inspires self-expression. Identification cultivates creativity.
Individuality is not considered a threat. Status quo is dismissed. Identification frees from a fear of
failure. Identification musters enthusiasm in the face of any discouragement or disillusionment.
Alienation is dismissed. Eccentricity is held in esteem.
Identification breaks down the walls of isolation. Self-respect, self-esteem, and self-worth no longer
need be qualified. Value and ability is accepted at face value. Identification seeks to reconcile.
Identification celebrates awareness. Identification encourages acceptance and action. As I seek to
identify with others, I practice love and tolerance. Identification frees my ability to explore outside of
comparison’s “box”. Identification encourages hope. Identification empowers promise. Identification
motivates process and possibility.
Progress is accepted as a function of seeking to accept both others and one self. As I love and accept
myself, I am free to be at peace with myself. Identification encourages love and tolerance.
Identifications dispels my need to judge. Identification gives me the permission to take risks and to
scrape my knees, as I learn from my process. Identification encourages a pursuit of excellence, not
perfection. Identification frees me to stay in the moment. Identification empowers my ability to dream
dreams, to create hope and to pursue my destiny,
“Identification creates hope in our lives as we connect the dots.” Craig J. Phillips MRC, BA
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Acceptance, Action and a Dream of a Second Chance
September 26, 2015 by Craig J. Phillips MRC, BA
Over the course of the past week I have written and published 6 articles on Second Chance to Live to
speak to a core issue. In the 1st 2 of the articles I share my personal experience and then in the next 4
articles I share what I discovered to be that was at the core of my inability change the things that I
could in order to be able to begin to create new dreams in my life.
In my experience, I found that until I reached a place of acceptance in my life, awareness only pointed
out to me that a problem existed in my life. Awareness did little to change what I had become aware of
in my life until I took action.
Metaphor:
“Three frogs were sitting on a log. One decided to jump into the pond. How many were left? Did you
answer two? Think again. You see, I didn’t say one jumped in; I just said one DECIDED to jump in.
It’s not a technical point that I’m debating, but a sad fact of life. For there’s a big difference between
deciding to do something and actually doing it.” Author Unknown
Awareness, like the decision made by the one frog; does nothing to bring about change.
In my experience, when I got to a point in my life when I realized that I could do nothing to change
what was clearly out of my control I stopped blaming myself for what I could not change. When I
reached this point in my life, I started the process of examining what was making me anxious and
frustrating me. I began this process by writing in a journal. Writing in a journal helped me to begin to
sort things out, so that I could identify with was at the root of my anxiety and frustration. By writing in
a journal I was able to examine what was blocking me from making the decision to be able to act on
the decision to actually jump, unlike the frog; and take action.
Moving through a grieving process by confronting my denial, being angry over what I could not
change, trying to change or make adjustments to no avail and by working through my depression
and sadness over what could not be changed all set the stage to my being able to surrender to
what I could not change, to be able to create new dreams.
Writing in a journal has and continues to help me to be able to sort things out so that I am able to
change the things I can in life. In my experience, I have found that by writing in a journal, I am able to
get clarity concerning the things that I can not change (to get to a place of acceptance) in order to be
able to change the things that I can in my life. In my experience, I have found that writing in a journal
helps me to come to terms with what I have become sick and tired of being sick of what can not be
changed. Although this is a slow process, I have found that when I reach a place of acceptance I am
given the gift of a second chance — to take the action to dream once again.
My Experience Living with a Traumatic Brain Injury
A Deeper Look into My Journey Living with a Brain Injury
Enough with Brain Injury Awareness
Will Brain Injury Awareness Leave you Bitter or Better?
Why I Needed to Challenge My Brain Injury Awareness
From Brain Injury Awareness to Brain Injury Acceptance to Creating Hope in Our Lives
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So What is My Destiny, Anyway?
September 1, 2015 by Craig J. Phillips MRC, BA
For many years I struggled with the question of, What is my Destiny? My efforts to define that process
started very early in life, with the question, “So what do you want to do when you grow up?”. So as I
grew up I struggled to define what that for myself. Because I used much of my time and energy to
contain what I spoke to in several of my past articles, as noted by the below links; here on Create a
Spark of Hope, I had little time and energy to figure out what I wanted to do when I grew up, much
less what my destiny was supposed to look like as I went about living.
To gain insight into what I discovered that hindered and helped me to find my destiny, I would
encourage you to click on each of the below links. What I share in my articles may benefit you.
open, move through the door of hope, confront my denial, recognize factors that distract, realize
how the drama was impacting my life, begin to own my reality, grasp that I no longer had to give
my power away, keep from falling back into a victim role, breaking free from isolation, benefit of
having healthy boundaries, Empowering Relationships through Detachment, The Illusion of
Resentment — Am I Lying to Myself?, Finding Freedom from Fear and Anxiety as well as other
article found in my Site Map of Articles,
Several years ago the movie, Forrest Gump was applauded by those who watched Forrest’s innocence
and determination with apparent bewilderment. At one point in movies he asked, “Mama, what is my
destiny?” At another point in the movie, when speaking to a woman, Forest said, “Mama says that
life is like a box of chocolates, you never know what you are going to get”. Both these lines spoke
to me. I had no idea what my destiny was — fate, chance or choice — and I did not know if I was
supposed to just grin and bear life as it happened to me.
I felt like I had been given a box full of dark chocolate, bitter to my taste and that my destiny was
fading into a dark comedy of errors. I have since discovered that I was blind and could not see.
Through my experience I have come to understand that life is what I make of what has been given to
me. My experience has taught me that I needed to grow in awareness and acceptance in order to be able
to take positive and empowering action in my life. My awareness and acceptance has given me the
ability to realize that regardless of what happens in my life, I get to choose whether I react or respond.
If I react, I am not able to gain the benefit of what happens to me, but if I respond to what happens to
me I am able to harness what happens to me in life.
“I have discovered that it is not as important as what happens to me, but how I respond to what
happens to me. What happens to me is mostly out of my control, but how I respond to what
happens to me is an active choice. As I embrace this reality, I am empowered by what happens to
me.” Craig J. Phillips MRC, BA
Finding Destiny is a question that many people ask. Destiny is some thing that is experienced with each
new choice. Destiny is found in the small things. Several years ago I wrote an article to share what
helped me to better measure my destiny Here is a link to that article: The Measure of Destiny?
Please let me know if this article helps you to make sense of What is my Destiny, Anyway?
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Moving Beyond a Survivor Mindset Part 1
August 16, 2015 by Craig J. Phillips MRC, BA
In my article, Moving from bitter to Better in Life I spoke to how I reached a place in my life that I
no longer wanted to merely be a survivor, tossed about by my reactions to people, places and things.”
In today’s article, I would like to speak to what I discovered that led me to no longer wanting to be
merely a “survivor”. The decision that motivated me to examine the mindset of a “survivor”. The
mindset that led me to believe that I was some how limited because of the adversity that I experienced
in my life that resulted in my being a “survivor”.
Let me explain:
Let me first share with you that I understand what it is like being a survivor. I sustained a severe
traumatic brain injury when I was 10 years old. I am now 58 years old. What I learned as a survivor is
that often the designation comes with a label and a stigmatization. The label and stigmatization is
frequently bolstered by secondary dependencies and secondary gains. The label and stigmatization that
leads the individual to believe that they are the identity of the survivor, with the trimmings of the
assumed limitations; assigned by the stigmatization.
Being a survivor can subsequently be worn as a kind of badge of courage. The badge can lead the
individual to stay focused on the assumed limitations provided by the identification purported by the
stigmatization. With ongoing reinforcement the “survivor” may find themselves being relegated to a
“box” that seeks to discredit their significance beyond the “box” that accompanies the label and the
stigmatization. Being a “survivor” can then find the individual in a place where they devalue both
themselves and their significance.
The mindset that, in practice; can lead the individual to stay focused on their being a “survivor”. The
mindset of being a survivor can lead the individual to focus on the limitations that being a survivor
communicates to the individual. The mindset can serve to diminish the individuals sense of worth and
value. The mindset that seduces the individual into believing that they are a victim of the adversity, that
has befallen them. The mindset that leads the individual to believe that their choices are limited. That
they are prisoners in their own skin.
The mindset that leads the individual into believing that their dreams have been crushed and that their
destinies are too far out of reach to them. The mindset that squelches ambition and motivation. The
mindset that fosters complacency. The mindset can lead the individual to becoming dependent on
secondary gains, which in turn can breed apathy. The mindset that leads the individual to believe that
they are left to live their lives in a “box”. A “box”, in which there are limited options. A “box”, from
which there is little hope of escape.
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Moving Beyond a Survivor Mindset Part 2
August 16, 2015 by Craig J. Phillips MRC, BA
Today’s Thought
We can move beyond the “box” of a system, that by design seeks to define who we are as individuals;
through a diagnosis, a treatment plan and a prognosis. We can move beyond the mindset, that leads us
to believe that we are limited as “survivors”. We can move beyond a mindset, that leaves us feeling like
prisoners, in our own skin. We can move beyond a mindset, that perpetuates a stereotype; that is based
on a contempt prior to investigation.
We can live our lives beyond a mindset, that keeps us focused on our limitations. We can move beyond
a mindset, that leads us to believe that we have few choices. We can move beyond a mindset, that
minimizes and marginalizes who we are as individuals. We can move beyond a mindset, that dismisses,
discounts and does not take us seriously. We can move beyond a mindset, that shows us little respect
and serves to offer us little hope.
Epilogue
I share the above with you to encourage you, as I need to remember; that we no longer have to remain
trapped by a “survivor” mindset. We can live our lives beyond the confines of diagnosis, a treatment
plan and a prognosis. We can live beyond the grasp of a stereotype and a societal stigmatization. We
can live beyond the “voices”, that seek to undermine our hope, dreams and destinies.
I wrote More than a Survivor to encourage people. who have been faced with adversity; to not get
trapped into believing that they are victims of what has befallen them. I did not mean to challenge the
reality of what has transpired in our lives, that we have survived.
I wrote More than a Survivor to encourage people who are faced with trauma, abuse and life
changing events to not allow those events to define who they are as individuals.
I wrote More than a Survivor to encourage people to see themselves as more than a survivor of those
life changing events. By seeing myself as more than a survivor, I begin to realize that I have choices.
These choices help me to grow in awareness and acceptance of the event so that I can get into action.
I wrote More than a Survivor to encourage people faced by life changing events to get into action to
pursue their dreams, their destinies and to impact their world.
We can live our lives beyond the mindset, of a “survivor”. We can be more than a “survivor”.
Below are several quotes that inspire me to remember, that I can be more than a survivor. As you read
these quotes, may you also be inspired to remember; that you can be more than a survivor.
“I am only one, but still I am one. I cannot do everything, but still I can do something; and
because I cannot do everything, I will not refuse to do something that I can do.” Helen Keller
“Insist on yourself, never imitate. Your own gift you can present every moment with the
cumulative force of a whole life’s cultivation; but of the adopted talent of another, you have only
an extemporaneous half-possession…Do that which is assigned to you, and you cannot hope too
much or dare too much.” Ralph Waldo Emerson
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Moving Beyond a Survivor Mindset Part 3
August 16, 2015 by Craig J. Phillips MRC, BA
More Quotes
“History has demonstrated that the most notable winners usually encountered heartbreaking
obstacles before they triumphed. They won because they refused to become discouraged by their
defeats.” B.C. Forbes
“Regardless of your lot in life, you can build some thing beautiful on it.” Zig Ziglar
“Don’t judge your day by the harvest you reap, but by the seeds you plant.” Robert Louis
Stevenson
“Do what you can, with what you have, where you are.” Theodore Roosevelt
“Absorb what is useful, reject what is useless and add specifically your own.” Bruce Lee
“If you advance confidently in the direction of your dreams and endeavor to live the life that you
have imagined…you will meet with a success unexpected in common hours.” Henry David
Thoreau
“I will prepare and some day my chance will come.” Abraham Lincoln
“What you get by achieving your goals is not as important as what you become by achieving your
goals.” Zig Ziglar
“Decision is the spark that ignites action. Until a decision is made, nothing happens.” Wilfred A.
Peterson
“Our circumstances are not meant to keep us down, but they are meant to build us up.” Craig J.
Phillips MRC, BA
“Sometimes adversity is what you need to face in order to become successful.” Zig Ziglar
“In my experience I have found that adversity is what has made me successful, because I refused
to give up because of adversity.” Craig J. Phillips MRC, BA
“Here’s to the crazy ones, the misfits, the rebels, the troublemakers, the round pegs in the square
holes… the ones who see things differently — they’re not fond of rules… You can quote them,
disagree with them, glorify or vilify them, but the only thing you can’t do is ignore them because
they change things… they push the human race forward, and while some may see them as the
crazy ones, we see genius, because the ones who are crazy enough to think that they can change
the world, are the ones who do.” Steve Jobs
“Be the change you want to see in the world.” Mahatma Ghandi
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Moving from being bitter to Better in Life Part 1
August 11, 2015 by Craig J. Phillips MRC, BA
In yesterday’s article, Is Life Making You Bitter or Better? I spoke about a decision that each of us
are faced with given our history and life’s experiences. With that decision comes a personal
accountability and responsibility, to both ourselves and other people. How we respond to that
accountability and responsibility will undoubtedly impact both our well-being and our relationships.
What helps and gives me comfort in this process is to recognize that life is always teaching. What
determines whether I learn from what life is teaching me is my willingness.
A willingness to be willing to process my feelings and reactions to what makes me uncomfortable.
Being uncomfortable, I have found; usually indicates that I need to look at some thing in my own life.
Essentially, my reactions are my reality. If I am reacting to some thing in someone, my reaction is more
than likely about me than about the other person. The other person or situation is merely reflecting or
acting out what I don’t like about myself. The other person , in essence; is a mirror of what I may be
denying and don’t want to look or see in myself.
In my experience, until I was willing and able to look at what life was teaching me I felt like a pinball,
that ricocheted off of a series of resentments, discouragements and disappointments. Unknowingly, this
manner of relating to people, places and things left me drained, depleted and feeling helpless. This
manner of relating to people, places and things led me to believe that I needed to defend, answer and
explain myself. Although I spent much of my time and energy seeking to endure and survive
circumstances, to feel safe; I rarely felt quite secure.
In my experience, when I reached a point in time when I realized that relating to people, places and
things in the above manner was no longer working, I made some practical and life changing decisions
for myself. I made the decision that I no longer wanted to merely be a survivor, tossed about by my
reactions to people, places and things. With this decision, I realized that some thing needed to change. I
realized that I needed to embark on a new way of living. I realized that I needed to use my time and
energy in more productive ways, by examining why I reacted.
As I took the time to examine why I reacted to people places and things, some thing began to change in
me. I began to realize that I was / am powerless over people, places and things. With this awareness, it
also became apparent to me that I was / am the only one who I can change. With these awareness’, I
came to realize that although I am powerless over being able to change people, places and things, I am
not powerless to change how I react to people, places and things. With is realization, I began to grasp
the reality that I could experience a new freedom in my life.
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Moving from being bitter to Better in Life Part 2
August 11, 2015 by Craig J. Phillips MRC, BA
With this awareness, I began to realize that I had a choice in the matter. Whether I stayed bitter
or got better. Whether I experienced a new freedom or whether I stayed stuck in life . With my
awareness, I began to realize that the choice was / is entirely up to me.
With my new way of living and through my recovery process, I discovered that I could stop being bitter
by ceasing to make other people, places and things responsible for my choices. By making the choice
to stop putting the blame on people, places and things — for my reactions — I discovered that the
energy once used to maintain resentment and bitterness became available. Available to enhance and
make my life, as I related to people, places and things; better. Available to invite and cultivate
relationships with people, instead of pushing those people away from me.
Through taking responsibility and by being accountable to myself and for my reactions I discovered
that my life became more manageable by changing the things that I could — myself.
“When we are no longer able to change a situation – we are challenged to change ourselves.”
Viktor E. Frankl
“God grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change, the courage to change the things
I can, and the wisdom to know the difference.” Reinhold Niebuhr
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Not Giving Up by Replacing Negative with Positive Messages Part 1
November 4, 2015 by Craig J. Phillips MRC, BA
In the below article there are highlighted links — that I have created — which are links to articles that
give further explanation on the topic. Click on the link (s) and they will open articles that give you
insight into what has helped me to not give up by replacing negative messages with positive messages.
“Though no one can go back and make a brand new start, anyone can start from now and make
a brand new ending.” Carl Bard
In retrospect, I am thankful that my Dad chided me for doing things in a “half-assed” way. I am also
thankful that I grew up believing that I needed to be perfect, to do more in my attempts to be enough. I
am thankful for the work ethic that my Dad instilled in me, the motivation — although flawed in his
methods — to succeed and not give up. I am equally thankful that I have had and have a program of
recovery to be able to filter and re-frame the messages that my Dad conveyed to me. With being able to
filter and re-frame the messages of “you’ll never amount to anything” with the messages that “I am a
work in progress”. I am thankful that I have been able to recognize and replace the messages conveyed
to me by a taskmaster called perfectionism, with the messages conveyed to me by the mentor called
excellence — that motivate me to not give up because I am enough.
Below are several of the positive messages that my new mentor — excellence — has taught me.
Messages that have given me the courage and ability to not give up on myself, when doing so
seemed to be a justifiable option. Messages that have given me hope.
A mentor that encourages me to be true to myself. A mentor that reminds me that I do not have to
should on myself. A mentor that helps me to remember that I can take the time to celebrate who I am
and what I have accomplished with my life. A mentor who reminds me that I am loved and that my life
has meaning and purpose. A mentor that coaches me to embrace the reality that, baby steps when put
together turn into miles. A mentor that encourages me to look for possibilities when things do not go
my way. A mentor that helps me to remember that my limitations do not have to be a reason to give up.
A mentor that reminds me that I do not deserve to be bullied by anyone, including myself. A mentor
the encourages me to have a healthy relationship with hope by doing the footwork and trusting a
loving God with the outcomes.
A mentor that encourages me to follow my dreams. A mentor motivates me to stay committed
regardless of that other people may be saying to me.
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Not Giving Up by Replacing Negative with Positive Messages Part 2
November 4, 2015 by Craig J. Phillips MRC, BA
A mentor that reminds me that my flaws and imperfections can be used for a higher good. A mentor
that encourages me to learn at my own rate and learning curve. A mentor that reminds me that I can
live outside of the “box” and I can define my own identity. A mentor who encourages me to celebrate
who I am and what I bring to the table of life. A mentor that helps me to realize that I can be my own
hero through overcoming adversity. A mentor the reminds me that I can have an active role in building
self-esteem and self-acceptance. A mentor that has helped me to make sense of “why” and have an
active role in my destiny. A mentor that helped me to stop being my own enemy and create a life for
myself. A mentor that helped me to realize that I could make peace with my past, so as to not spoil
my present. A mentor that reminds me that more would be revealed.
A mentor that helped me to realize that I could take back my power. A mentor that revealed to me that
I could identify, rather than compare myself with / to other people. A mentor that helped me to
understand that my destiny was being created with puzzle pieces and threads. A mentor that showed
me that I could empower my relationships through healing spiritually, emotionally and physically. A
mentor that showed me how to accomplish goals through baking cakes. A mentor that helped me to
realize that there was no such thing as failure. A mentor that helped me to understand that I could
resolve to succeed by growing in awareness, acceptance and by taking action. A mentor that helped me
to realize that I could make peace with God. A mentor that taught me how to trust to be empowered
by what I would continue to learn on my journey.
“Regardless of your lot in life, you can build some thing beautiful on it.” Zig Ziglar
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Living with Limitations and Being a Champion
November 13, 2015 by Craig J. Phillips MRC, BA
For many years I internalized my inability to get things right with being a failure. In my experiences I
was conditioned to believe that I did not just make mistakes, but that I was a mistake. My fear of
making mistakes was fueled by my fear of failure, so I strove all the more to do enough, in my attempts
to be enough so that people would not go away. I was driven by a taskmaster called perfectionism and
attempted to prove my worth and value as an individual through being perfect. The taskmaster drove
me to by shame — Should Have Already Mastered Everything.
Shame not only undermined my efforts, but devalued the gains that I made each day by the
message of “not good enough”.
Through my recovery process and journey, I discovered a principle that changed my life. The principle
of progress, not perfection. The principle of progress, not perfection helped me to begin to look at my
experience in a different way. Through my process and journey, using the principle of progress, not
perfection, I wrote and published several articles. These articles, have helped me to begin to celebrate
my process and my journey as I have continued to develop as an individual in my mind, body and spirit
and as a student of the martial arts by using the principle of neuroplasticity.
Whose Shame are you Carrying?, Displaced Sadness, Overcoming a Fear of Failure, The
Measure of a Champion, Defining Success
When I stopped trying to be a round peg in a square hole I found freedom. The freedom to be myself
and to find ways that would work for me. By doing so I discovered that I could develop my gifts,
talents and abilities in ways that would work for me. By doing so, I discovered how to work at my
craft. By doing so, I learned that I was / am meant to live my life through my own identity. By doing
so, I discovered the freedom to pursue excellence. By doing so I discovered that I was meant to run my
own race and stay committed to my own course. By doing I discovered that I was meant to trust.
“What happened / happens to us is not as important as how we respond to what happened /
happens to us. How we respond will determine whether we live our lives as a victim or as a victor.
This is a reality that needs to be owned.” Craig J. Phillips MRC, BA
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Understanding Humility and Humiliation
December 8, 2015 by Craig J. Phillips MRC, BA
Several years ago I wrote a 2 part article on Empowering Your Life — The Difference between
Humility and Humiliation in which I share what I discovered about humility and humiliation, and how
the 2 words and their meanings can be confused and misunderstood. Understanding the difference
between the meaning of these 2 words forever changed the way in which I see and experience my life. I
would encourage you to take the time to read the 2 part article. Understanding the difference between
these 2 words will forever change the way that you see and experience your life.
To aid in reading the 2 part article I have included links to the article below. Simply click on Part 1
and Part 2 and the part will open for you.
Empowering Your Life — The Difference between Humility and Humiliation Part 1
Empowering Your Life — The Difference between Humility and Humiliation Part 2
“I’ve missed more than 9000 shots in my career. I’ve lost almost 300 games. 26 times, I’ve been
trusted to take the game winning shot and missed. I’ve failed over and over and over again in my
life. And that is why I succeed.” Michael Jordan
“All the adversity I’ve had in my life, all my troubles and obstacles, have strengthened me… You
may not realize it when it happens, but a kick in the teeth may be the best thing in the world for
you.” Walt Disney
“I didn’t see it then, but it turned out that getting fired from Apple was the best thing that could
have ever happened to me. The heaviness of being successful was replaced by the lightness of
being a beginner again, less sure about everything. It freed me to enter one of the most creative
periods of my life.” Steve Jobs
“How many people are completely successful in every department of life? Not one. The most
successful people are the ones who learn from their mistakes and turn their failures into
opportunities.” Zig Ziglar
“Most great people have attained their greatest success just one step beyond their greatest
failure.” Napoleon Hill
“I have not failed. I’ve just found 10,000 ways that won’t work.” Thomas Edison
“My mother said to me, ‘If you are a soldier, you will become a general. If you are a monk, you
will become the Pope.’ Instead, I was a painter, and became Picasso.” Pablo Picasso
“If you always do what you’ve always done, you’ll always get what you always got.” Mark Twain
“There is no failure, only feedback.” Robert Allen
“Strive not to be a success, but rather to be of value.” Albert Einstein
“I fear not the man who has practiced 10,000 kicks once, but I fear the man who has practiced
one kick 10,000 times.” Bruce Lee
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Creating Hope One Ingredient at a Time
June 22, 2015 by Create a Spark of Hope Now
In May of 2000 I began training at a martial arts school. During one of my early conversations with my
Sensei or martial arts instructor he shared something with me. What he shared with me changed the
way that I looked at life. He said, “What I do is give you ingredients — what he would teach me and I
would learn there at the martial art school — your job is to gather those ingredients and bake a cake to
become a black belt.”
He also told me that a black belt is a master of the basics.
What I gathered from my conversation with my Sensei was that as I gathered various skills, through my
training and commitment to mastering the basics; I would gain the skills to become a black belt. And as
I would later learn, that by mastering the basics; I would be able to build upon the foundation of what I
have learned to develop. By doing so I continue to create my own style as a martial artist to fit my body
type and capabilities.
Click on this link Neuroplasticity Applied to see how I have combined several of these ingredients.
As I apply the principles, that I learned from my Sensei; I create hope. Through combining the lessons,
that I gain from my circumstances and opportunities; I develop and grow as an individual. As I stay
committed to the process of learning how to use my circumstances and opportunities, I discover how to
use what I have in ways that work for me. Through combining what works best for me, I am able to
create a life for myself.
“Regardless of your lot in life, you can build something beautiful on it.” Zig Ziglar
Today’s Thought
Keep creating hope through gathering ingredients, through lessons that your circumstances and
opportunities teach you; and don’t give up. Bake your cake (s) and don’t despise the day of small
beginnings. More will be revealed to you in time.
“Everyone is trying to do some thing big, not realizing that life is made up of little things.” Frank
A. Clark
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Celebrating Hope in Each Success
June 23, 2015 by Create a Spark of Hope Now
For many years I bought into the lie that perfection was the benchmark of success. Perfectionism kept
me on the proverbial “rodent wheel” spinning about, using huge amounts of energy; as I attempted to
keep people from physically and emotionally abandoning me. I did so in attempt to prove that I was
worth loving to feel secure.
Through my recovery process, I began to realize the futility of my efforts. I began to realize that my
efforts to do enough to be enough rarely kept those people from going away. My awareness and
recovery process helped me to begin to realize that my motivation was to protect my worth and value
through obtaining specific outcomes, through my efforts.
My awareness helped me to realize that my worth and value could no longer be tied to specific
outcomes, to have peace in my life. My awareness, helped me to trade my anxiety with doing the
footwork. My awareness, helped me to realize that I could begin to let go of my need to be perfect
through letting go of specific outcomes, while trusting the process.
As my belief system changed, so has my need to overcompensate to protect my worth and value from a
fear of failure and a fear of abandonment. By letting go of my need to protect my worth and value, I am
able to let go of specific outcomes. By letting to of specific outcomes, I find the freedom to take risks.
By taking risks, I grow in my capacity to create.
By growing in my capacity to create, I grow in my capacity to celebrate hope in each success.
“Don’t judge your day by the harvest you reap, but by the seeds you plant.” Robert Louis
Stevenson
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Achieving Your Goals through Bite Size Pieces
September 10, 2015 by Craig J. Phillips MRC, BA
In yesterday’s article, Enhancing Your Physical Recovery Process I about starting a program to train
your brain to be able to mirror similar skills on both sides of your body. Your dominant side (the side
that you most comfortably use, be it that you are right of left-handed) and your non-dominant side of
your body (that you do not write with normally). In my article, I also encouraged you to start slow and
stick with the process of developing new skills and abilities.
In today’s article, I want to share some thing that may be looming in your mind over accomplishing
such a goal or feat. You may subsequently be saying to yourself, “that is just too big of a goal” or “how
can you expect me to ever accomplish that…?”. Well, let me assure you that you are not the only one
who has had those thoughts. I have too. The good news is that we do not need to allow ourselves to
limited or paralyzed by such thoughts as we start the process.
“What you get by achieving your goals is not as important as what you become by achieving your
goals.” Zig Ziglar
As I have shared in articles that I have written on my other website, Second Chance to Live training in
different martial arts disciplines have helped me in many ways. As I have shared, using extreme safety;
training in different martial arts has given me a way to understand and explore myself and to discover
what I am capable of accomplishing through my mind, body and spirit. For me, this too has been a
process, one drill and one combination of drills at a time.
“I once heard a riddle, “How do you eat an elephant?” I then heard the reply, “One bite at a
time.”
In October 2007 I wrote Traumatic Brain Injury and the Elephant in which I shared how I used the
principle of eating the elephant to learn how to execute a tornado kick By breaking the skill of
executing a tornado kick into manageable bites (strengthening my legs, working on my balance,
practicing individual movements, combining those movements and then drilling those movements a
bazillions times) I found that I grew in my ability to execute a tornado kick.
Today’s Thought
In the event that you are looking at some thing that you want to accomplish to enhance your life and
well-being, use the answer to the riddle, “One bite at a time”. Work on one facet of the skill (be it
working on balance, strengthening your legs, working on individual skills and then combining those
skills through a bazillion repetitions) if like me, need be. And as I found before long you will be able to
perform a skill that you previously thought was out of your reach.
And over time you will find that you have consumed your elephant and in the process created
new hope in your life.
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Enhancing Your Physical Recovery Process
September 9, 2015 by Craig J. Phillips MRC, BA
n my experience, I have found that my recovery process has been a holistic process. What I mean by
holistic is that I have needed to engage both my mind, soul, body and spirit in the my ability to heal and
recover. During the past 33 or so articles here on Create a Spark of Hope I have shared and spoken to
what has helped me to heal and recover in my mind, soul and spirit. In the next several articles I would
like to share and speak to what has helped me to heal and recover in my body as I have found that my
recovery process has involved each of these areas.
Unbeknownst to me for the past 17, going on 18 years; I had been participating in a process that has
been serving to heal my body. The process has not only been serving to heal my body, but has been
creating new neural pathways in my brain. The creation of these new neural pathways has given me the
ability to accomplish things that I never dreamed possible. My ability to accomplish these things
developed over a period of time through ongoing and endless repetitions. Several years ago, I
discovered that I had been using a recently coined principle.
Neuroplasticity, also known as brain plasticity, is an umbrella term that encompasses both synaptic
plasticity and non-synaptic plasticity—it refers to changes in neural pathways and synapses due to
changes in behavior, environment, neural processes, thinking, and emotions – as well as to changes
resulting from bodily injury.[1] The concept of neuroplasticity has replaced the formerly held position
that the brain is a physiologically static organ, and explores how – and in which ways – the brain
changes in the course of a lifetime. Wikipedia
In my experience, I have used different martial arts and boxing disciplines to train my brain to be able
to execute skills on both sides of my body. In my experience, training in these different systems and
disciplines has helped me to develop and mirror similar skills in both my dominant and non-dominant
sides of my body. I am not advocating martial arts as a way to develop and mirror similar skills on both
sides of your body, but I would encourage you to begin a program in which you begin to develop and
mirror similar skills on your dominant and non-dominant sides.
I have written an article that you may find to be helpful in learning to develop similar skills on both
sides of your body. By developing these skills you will enhance your recover process and accomplish
things that you never dreamed possible. The information that I share in this article that you can read by
clicking on this link: Neuroplasticity, Small Successes and Learning / Relearning Skill Sets can
help you to begin this process. And as has been in my experience, this is a process, so give yourself
time to develop new skills. And be encouraged my friend. By staying committed to the process before
long we will be able to look back and see how far we have come, because we did not give up. In the
process, we will create hope in our lives.
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Becoming a Champion in my Life
August 14, 2015 by Craig J. Phillips MRC, BA
In yesterday’s article, Moving from being bitter to Better in Life; we discussed making the decision
to examine why we reacted to people, places and things. We also spoke about how making this decision
enhanced our ability to move from being bitter to better. Moving from bitter to better by being
responsible and accountable for how we related to people, places and things. We then spoke to
understanding and accepting our powerlessness over people, places and things, by working on
changing the things that we could — ourselves — in our interactions.
For many years I bought into the prescription that if I just found and absorbed the right information that
I would be impervious to the impact of people, places and things. Impervious, from the stand point that
what other people did or did not do would not chink my armor and what I felt called to accomplish with
my life. In my quest to acquire this salient knowledge, I set out on an ardent crusade. What I discovered
along the way was that knowledge in and of itself could not provide a silver bullet or a magic potion
that would make my life imperviously focused.
On the contrary, I found that knowledge in and or itself left me feeling both frustrated and inadequate.
Frustrated in being unable to find the right knowledge and inadequate in my ability to the successfully
apply the right knowledge. What I did find, through my quest and crusade to acquire the “holy grail”
of knowledge; was that knowledge in and of itself did not avail me much Thankfully, through much
toil in attempting to sort out what could not “fix” my pain; I discovered a solution. A solution that
seemed all to simple, but revealed how I could stop reacting to life.
A solution that would help me to start living my life as an actor, instead of as a reactor.
What I discovered helped me to grow in awareness, which led to a greater degree of acceptance, which
led to my ability to take a course of action that helped to improve my life and well-being. In May of
2008 I wrote an article on Second Chance to Live to outline what I discovered that helped me to begin
to connect the dots in my life. What I shared in that article helped me to begin to connect knowledge
with practicality, that in turn gave me hope. In my experience, applying what I shared / share in that
article has been and continues to be a process. The process has given me tools to live my life in a way
that continues to improve the quality of my life.
To read that article, you may click on this link: Second Chance to Live — Action Steps
“This happiness consisted of nothing else but the harmony of the few things around me with my
own existence, a feeling of contentment and well-being that needed no changes and no
intensification.” Herman Hesse
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So How to Get Started — Training Camps and Winning in Life Part 1
June 22, 2015 by Create a Spark of Hope Now
In today’s article I would like to share some thing that has helped me in my recovery process. I would
like to borrow from the concept that many sports use in their preparations, training camps. Training
camps prepare the individuals in the sport to achieve effectively and efficiently. Like training camps in
sport preparation, I have come to realize that life’s experience provide many training camps. These
camps are designed to empower you and I to perform effectively and efficiently. And as with any
training camp, those who participate in the camp must dedicate themselves to the activities of the camp.
The benefit received by each participant is dependent upon the effort put forth during the camp.
But in order to benefit from the training camp the participant needs to stay committed to the
process, while executing the basics —determination, drive, discipline, fortitude, persistence,
tenacity and courage.
Training camps necessitate hard work, commitment, determination, discipline, drive, fortitude,
persistence, tenacity and courage. Making the decision to not give up despite…When the individual
makes a decision to persevere in the face of discouragement and setbacks, character is formed.
Character enables the individual to grow and develop in ways that once seemed to be out of their reach.
Character must be established on a foundation of humility. Apart from humility, any progress that is
made during the camp will be eclipsed by arrogance. Arrogance interrupt’s the participant’s ability to
progress in the camp, because the individual becomes resistant to learning. The product of arrogance
closes the eyes and ears of the camp’s participant.
No one is coming to save you or me. We have do do our own work.
When we get busy, we get better.
When the participant can not see or hear what is essential to advance in the camp, they will cease to
benefit from the camp. Arrogance can lead the individual to believe that they can bypass hard work,
commitment, determination, drive, discipline, fortitude, persistence, tenacity and courage. Arrogance
can lead the individual to believe that some one else is at fault for them not progressing in the training
camp. Arrogance can lead the individual to believe that someone is coming to save them. That a
program, in and of itself; will provide a magic pill or a special potion to replace hard work. To that I
would say, learn from the program, but then get busy to apply what you have learned in the program.
You are the only one who can benefit from the time, energy and effort that you put into your training
camp.
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So How to Get Started — Training Camps and Winning in Life Part 2
June 22, 2015 by Create a Spark of Hope Now
“Opportunity is missed by most people because it is dressed in overalls and looks like work.”
Thomas Edison
“What you get by achieving your goals is not as important as what you become by achieving your
goals.” Zig Ziglar
If you are doubting that you can benefit from the “training camps” that your experiences provide, let
me share some good news with you. You are capable. You can learn from what works and does not
work for you. What works for you may not work for anyone else, but you won’t know unless you put in
the time and effort. So look at your circumstances are opportunities as training camps, designed to help
you win in life. And stay committed to each of your training camps. Don’t take short cuts. Apply the
basics — hard work, commitment, determination, drive, discipline, fortitude, persistence, tenacity and
courage — to your process and before long you will be able to see how much progress you have made,
because you stayed committed to the process in each training camp (s).
“The journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step. Once we start walking, before long we
will be able to look back and see how far we have come, because we did not give up.” Craig J.
Phillips MRC. BA
Today’s Thought
Envision yourself winning in life.
See your experience’s in life as a series of training camps.
Training camps that are helping you to run your race in life.
Training camps that are preparing you to finish strong.
Training camps that are rewarding you for your hard work and determination.
Training camps that empower you to follow your dreams
Training Camps that cause you to triumph in your life.
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How to Be Successful in a Training Camp Part 1
June 22, 2015 by Create a Spark of Hope Now
In yesterdays article How to Get Started — Training Camps and Winning in Life, I spoke about the
basics that make a successful training camp. In the article I shared that by applying the basics — hard
work, commitment, determination, drive, discipline, fortitude, persistence, tenacity and courage —
before long we will be able to look back and see how far we have come in our progress, because we did
not give up.
In today’s articles I would like to explore the meaning of several of the words or concepts that go into
making a training camp successful. To gain a greater understanding of the words and concepts, I will do
some research; and share what I discover. I will then share my perspective and provide a link to an
article that I have written, that speaks to the word or the concept.
Hard work or Work-ethic
“Without hard work, nothing grows but weeds.” Gordon B. Hinckley
Hard work for me means being diligent, to accomplish a task or a goal that is set before me; with focus.
Hard work involves sticking with a project or a goal to achieve a desired outcome.
For me, hard work does not mean running a sprint, but involves running in a marathon; which requires
consistent and ongoing effort.
article link:
A Word of Encouragement – Keep Swinging at the Fences
Commitment
“a willingness to give your time and energy to something that you believe in, or a promise or firm
decision to do something” Cambridge Dictionaries online
For me commitment involves loyalty, first to myself; to stick with a goal, regardless…
Commitment communicates to me to remain undeterred from what I set out to accomplish.
Although the way that I set out to accomplish some thing may change, my commitment teaches me that
I can find a way that will work for me to be able to accomplish my goal.
Article link:
When Circumstances Change Our Plans
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How to Be Successful in a Training Camp Part 2
June 22, 2015 by Create a Spark of Hope Now
Determination
“is a positive emotion that involves persevering towards a difficult goal in spite of obstacles.[1][2]
Determination occurs prior to goal attainment and serves to motivate behavior that will help achieve
one’s goal.” Wikipedia
Determination helps me to focus on what I want to accomplish, in spite of obstacles and setbacks.
Obstacles become a sign in the road that help me to realize that adjustments need to be made to
accomplish my desired goal (s).
Determination teaches me to not give up in spite of apparent obstacles and setbacks, because I know
that more will be revealed in time.
“I will prepare and some day my chance will come.” Abraham Lincoln
Article link:
Experiencing Adversity, Failures, Setbacks and Not Giving Up!
Drive
“There are three major components to motivation: activation, persistence, and intensity. Activation
involves the decision to initiate a behavior… Persistence is the continued effort toward a goal even
though obstacles may exist… Finally, intensity can be seen in the concentration and vigor that goes into
pursuing a goal.” About Education — What is Motivation
Motivation can either be external or internal. Being externally driven will only last until the threat is
removed. Being internally motivated or driven, on the other hand; is sustainable because of the
individual’s internal desire to achieve the skill, skill set or goal.
Drive encourages me to stick with the process and keep learning from my circumstances, my
experiences and my opportunities.
Article link:
Don’t Give Up — Your Life Matters!
Discipline
“training to act in accordance with rules; drill, activity, exercise, or a regimen that develops or
improves a skill, the rigor or training effect of experience, adversity” Dictionary.com
“Discipline is the bridge between goals and accomplishment.” Jim Rohn
For me, discipline means that I keep working on my craft, tweaking and taking away;
adding and making the decision to follow through to condition myself to achieving an end.
article link
Neuroplasticity, Small Successes and Learning / Relearning Skill Sets
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How to Be Successful in a Training Camp Part 3
June 22, 2015 by Create a Spark of Hope Now
Fortitude
“Fortitude meaning courage or bravery is the ability and willingness to confront fear, pain, danger,
uncertainty, or intimidation.” Wikipedia
“Fortitude is the marshal of thought, the armor of the will, and the fort of reason.” Francis
Bacon
For me fortitude means that I commit to pursuing my dreams and my destiny, my vision and mission in
the face of being minimized, marginalized, dismissed and discounted.
Fortitude means that I remain true to myself, regardless of whether anyone else “gets it” or understand
me. Fortitude means that I stay committed to my goals, whatever they may be at the time.
To thine own self be true.
article link
Having the Courage to be Me
Persistence
“the quality that allows someone to continue doing something or trying to do something even though it
is difficult or opposed by other people” Merriam-Webster
“Persistence and resilience only come from having been given the chance to work though difficult
problems.” Gever Tulley
For me persistence is the decision to get up more times than I fall down. Persistence for me means that
I don’t give up regardless…Giving up simply is not an option.
Persistence means believing in myself.
article link
Answering the Call that Never Came
Tenacity
“an unwillingness to yield or give up, being dogged, stubbornly, persevering and steadfast”
Wiktionary
“It’s not that I’m so smart, it’s just that I stay with problems longer.” Albert Einstein
Tenacity keeps me moving toward what I want to accomplish in my life. Tenacity means that I keep
looking for ways to win in life. Tenacity means that I do give myself no for an answer.
Tenacity means that I trust the process, a loving God and myself. Tenacity means that I keep moving
forward.
article link
Detailed About Page
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How to Be Successful in a Training Camp Part 4
June 22, 2015 by Create a Spark of Hope Now
Courage
“The state or quality of mind or spirit that enables one to face danger, fear, or vicissitudes with selfpossession, confidence, and resolution; bravery.” The Free Dictionary
“Your time is limited, so don’t waste it living someone else’s life. Don’t be trapped by dogma –
which is living with the results of other people’s thinking. Don’t let the noise of others’ opinions
drown out your own inner voice. And most important, have the courage to follow your heart and
intuition.”
Steve Jobs
Courage to me means I stay committed to the process, the footwork and the journey. Courage helps me
to remember that I do not have to do things perfectly. Courage reminds me that I can pursue excellence,
instead of perfection. Courage reminds me that will all learning, there is a learning curve. Courage
reminds me to stay committed to my mission and vision.
Courage gives me hope.
article link
More than a Survivor
“Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate. Our deepest fear is that we are powerful beyond
measure, it is our light, not our darkness that most frightens us. Your playing small does not
serve the world. There is nothing enlightened about shrinking so that other people will not feel
insecure around you. We were all meant to shine as children do. It is not just in some of us, it is in
everyone. And as we let our own light to shine, we unconsciously give other people permission to
do the same, as we are liberated from our own fear. Our presence automatically liberates others.
Sir, I just want to say thank you. You saved my life.” From the movie, Coach Carter, quote
attributed to Marianne Williamson
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Creating Hope through Repetitive Body Movement
November 23, 2015 by Craig J. Phillips MRC, BA
On June 16, 2015 I launched Create a Spark of Hope to share what I discovered that has helped me to
create hope in my life. Following a brain injury the individual can be faced with predictions and other
news that can serve to undermine hope.
The journey of creating a new life after a brain injury can seem overwhelming and insurmountable. As
a result the individual may face discouragement and disappointment. Getting better and attaining goals
may seem very far out of reach. As a result, the individual may find themselves wanting to give up on
hope and on themselves.
In today’s article I would like to share some thing that has helped to set me free. What helped to set me
free was my understanding of hope. What I began to realize was that hope involved a journey and a
process, not a destination. With my change in understanding, I began to realize that I could have an
active part in creating hope in my life. With my understanding, I began to realize that I no longer had to
wait for some thing to occur in my life to have hope.
With my understanding, I began to realize that I could begin to create hope in my life through
intentional and repetitive movement through “mirroring” movements on the dominant side of my body
on the non-dominant side of my body. As a result, some time ago; I began a process of engaging gross
and fine motor skill, hand-eye coordination, balance, body awareness, agility and focus on both sides of
my body through different martial art disciplines. And what I discovered encouraged me to continue
with the process of continuing to create hope in my life.
Hope that has given me the ability to overcome insurmountable odds and accomplish what I never
dreamed was possible. I share the above with you to encourage you to create hope in your life through
repetitive body movement. To start — if you have not already begun — to increase your strength, gross
and fine motor skills, hand-eye coordination, balance, body awareness, agility and focus. As you do,
over time; you will begin to accomplish things — on both your right and left side of your body — that
you never dreamed possible. In the process you will begin to create new hope in your life.
In August of 2015 a friend of mine captured some of the gains that I have made over the course of the
past year. Below is a link to the 3 minute video presentation. In August of 2014 this same friend
captured some of the gains that I made over the course of the preceding year. In August of 2013 another
friend captured some of the gains that I had made during the previous 13 or so years, through
intentional and repetitive body movement. I would invite you to watch each of these short video
presentations by clicking on each of the links. And remember, creating hope is an ongoing process.
Creating Hope through Repetitive Movements 2015
Neuroplasticity Video Presentation 2014
Neuroplasticity through Martial Arts 201 3
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Prove Them Wrong Part 1
September 12, 2015 by Craig J. Phillips MRC, BA
In yesterday’s article, I spoke about achieving goals in small bites. I spoke about the riddle of how to
eat an elephant. In today’s article I want to speak about a fable. The fable of the tortoise and the hare. In
the fable we read about how the tortoise challenges the hare to a race because of the hares incessant
boasting. The hare accepted the tortoise’s challenge and the race began.
The story goes on to share how the hare scoffs at the tortoise’s challenge. The hare, because his
“superior speed” thought he would surely beat the tortoise. In the hare’s arrogance, by what he said and
did; minimized, marginalized and discounted the possibility that the tortoise could run and even win the
race. As the fable comes to a close, we find that the tortoise is actually waiting.
Waiting for the hare at the finish line. The line written at the end of the fable denotes the meaning of
the story. Slow and steady wins the race. Although the hare was much quicker than the tortoise,
because the tortoise stayed committed to running his race; the tortoise went on to finish and win the
race. Although the tortoise was scoffed at, the tortoise did not give up.
In life you may find yourself confronted by hares. Hares that scoff at you and lead you to believe that
you can not possibly win because of this, that or the other thing. My suggestion to you is to press on
with what you are doing in your life. Stay committed to running your race through working on your
goals, a little (one bite) at a time, don’t give up and you will win your race.
You will win your race, accomplish things you never dreamed possible and in the process, prove
them wrong.
To read about my process of proving them wrong, click on the following link: My Experience of
Living with a Brain Injury
Quotes to Inspire
“One who gains strength by overcoming obstacles possesses the only strength which can
overcome adversity.” Albert Schweitzer
“It is not what happens to you, but how you react to it that matters.” Epictetus
“I am only one, but still I am one. I cannot do everything, but still I can do something; And
because I cannot do everything I will not refuse to do the something that I can do.” Helen Keller
“I have not failed, I’ve just found 10,000 ways that won’t work” Thomas Edison — inventor of
the light bulb and many other inventions
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Prove Them Wrong Part 2
September 12, 2015 by Craig J. Phillips MRC, BA
“You’ll always miss 100% of the shots you don’t take.” Wayne Gretzky
“Every strike brings me closer to the next home run.” Babe Ruth
“Never be afraid to try something new. Remember, amateurs built the ark; professionals built the
Titanic.” Anonymous
“Success is not final, failure is not fatal: it is the courage to continue that counts.” Winston
Churchill
“Courage does not always roar, sometimes it is a quiet voice at the end of the day, saying “I will
try again tomorrow.” Mary Ann Radmacher
“Regardless of your lot in life, you can build some thing beautiful on it.” Zig Zigler
“When everything seems to be going against you, remember that the airplane takes off against
the wind, not with it.” – Henry Ford
“Acceptance of what has happened is the first step to overcoming the consequences of any
misfortune.” William James
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About the Author of this e Book
My name is Craig J. Phillips. I am 58 years old. I possess an undergraduate degree in theology and
physical education / recreation. I possess a master’s degree in rehabilitation counseling. I have worked
during the past 30 years assisting individuals in various altruistic capacities in their pursuit of their
dreams and their destinies.
While working through undergraduate and graduate school I worked in a variety of human service
positions assisting individuals in various capacities. Among these capacities, I worked in assisted
living centers, in a residential treatment center and as a counselor with in the cemetery and funeral
industries. In these positions I sought to provide well-being and hope.
Post graduate school, I worked as a certified rehabilitation counselor in both public and private
rehabilitation settings assisting individuals with physical, emotional and psychological disabilities. My
focus has been to help individuals find ways to use their gifts, talents and abilities to pursue their
dreams and their destinies.
Each of my altruistic pursuits has provided a unique window into the lives of individuals throughout
the spectrum of life’s experiences. With this window of understanding and my desire to be of service, I
have sought to grow in my self-discovery, self-reflection and self-exploration, to then in turn give of
what I have gained through my pursuit of personal growth and personal empowerment.
To read more about my process and journey, you may click on this link: More About
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